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highlights

Fulbright Foundation 
to Celebrate 60 Years
As part of the commemoration of this 

special event, the Foundation has set a 

goal of increasing the number of awards 

offered to 60 scholarships. 

Annual Awards Ceremony
Scholars and donors gather to celebrate 

the Fulbright ideal.

International 
Writing Program
The celebrated International Writing 

Program of the University of Iowa a huge 

success on the island of Paros.

Mrs. Fulbright visits Greece
Mrs. Harriet Mayor Fulbright, wife of 

J. William Fulbright and President of the 

J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center, 

visited Greece in June.

Achievement!! 
Alumni in the Spotlight

2007-2008 
Fulbright Scholarships
The Fulbright Foundation in Greece 

awarded more than 55 scholarships 

honoring a 59-year trans-Atlantic 

tradition of excellence in a variety 

of disciplines and fields.

❝“In many ways, my experience as a Fulbright Scholar in Greece motivated 
me to seek public office. So many of today’s international and domestic 
conflicts stem from cultural misunderstandings. In this globalized world, 
it is critical that we collaborate on discovering and promoting innovative 
solutions to problems that span geo-political borders.” 
—Congressman John P. Sarbanes 

Letter from the 
Executive Director

O
n behalf of the Ful-

bright Foundation 

in Greece, I am de-

lighted to present the second 

issue of Fulbright News, our 

annual newsletter. In this is-

sue, you’ll read about excit-

ing programs and events, partnerships, our alumni 

and grantees, and promising plans and goals. Like 

all our programs, this newsletter would not be 

possible without the support and contributions of 

our alumni, donors, and friends, a community of 

wonderful individuals which, we are happy to an-

nounce, keeps growing! 

The Foundation greatly appreciates the support 

of the individuals, foundations and corporations 

who share in our mission to promote trans-Atlan-

tic understanding through educational programs 

and exchanges. With their generous support, we 

are closer to our goal of awarding 60 scholarships 

for 2008, the Foundation’s 60th anniversary year. I 

am pleased to share news about three new partner-

ships—with the Constantine K. Mitsotakis Founda-

tion, the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation and the 

Thessaloniki International Fair—that funded the 

creation of seven new scholarships starting in the 

2007-2008 academic year. I would also like to ac-

knowledge the dedicated support of our Board of 

Directors for their continued commitment to the 

Foundation and its mission.

The cooperation and partnership with Greek 

higher education institutions remains at the core 

of the Fulbright Foundation’s mandate. Fulbright 

educational advisors collaborate with and visit 

universities and high schools throughout Greece 

to present our programs and scholarship opportu-

nities. A new publication “Studying in the U.S.,” 

generously funded by the Stavros S. Niarchos Foun-

dation, is a comprehensive manual and orientation 

guide for any Greek student interested in studying 

in the USA.

I thank our alumni for sharing their news and 

wonderful historical photographs, some of which 

we have incorporated into this issue and others that 

will be published in the upcoming commemorative 

publication for our anniversary celebration in June 

2008. We are proud and honored to share news 

about their involvement and leadership in a variety 

of fields in Greece, the USA, and internationally. 

Best wishes for another productive academic year 

and we look forward to sharing our news as our 

community of alumni, friends, and partners contin-

ues to expand.

	 Artemis	A.	Zenetou

NEW IN 2008
60	Years	of	Educational	and	Cultural	Exchanges!

Looking back at 60 years of Greek-American educational and cultural exchanges reminds us of the 

powerful vision Senator Fulbright had when he started the program in 1948. As the oldest program in 

Europe and the second oldest continuously operating Fulbright Program in the world, we are delighted 

to announce there will be a special series of events commemorating this noteworthy anniversary and the 

Foundation’s many milestones.

European	Fulbright	Executive	Directors	
to	Meet	in	Greece

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece is honored to host the 27th Conference of Fulbright Executive Direc-

tors from Europe, “Educational Exchanges in a Global Environment: The Fulbright Experience” in Athens, 

Greece, April 12-18, 2008. The annual conference invites the executive directors of European Fulbright 

offices, officials from the U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs; the Center 

for International Exchange of Scholars, Institute of International Education and offers an exclusive op-

portunity to discuss policies, new trends, best practices in leadership, and issues in international higher 

education. Participants will attend a series of panels and workshops to discuss Fulbright programs, new 

developments, and challenges. 

American	Educators	to	Discover	
Greek	and	Bulgarian	Culture	

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece and the Fulbright Commission in Bulgaria will collaborate to host 

the Fulbright-Hays Summer Seminar for American educators in June 2008. Each summer, a limited num-

ber of Fulbright-Hays Seminar awards are granted to exceptional educators representing all disciplines, 

offering the opportunity to travel to various countries, learn about a new culture through immersion, and 

build a new curriculum unit. The focus of the 2008 Greece-Bulgaria collaborative seminar, “Education 

Through Art and Culture,” is to offer a unique experience of professional and personal enrichment to the 

participants, leading to a better understanding of Greece’s history, culture, and people and to act as a forum 

to develop new international educational projects and collaborations. The program will begin in Greece, 

where participants will visit archaeological sites, university and school campuses, museums and other cul-

tural institutions accompanied by expert scholars and staff. After arriving in Athens, the group will travel 

throughout the country, visiting the Peloponnese, Delphi, Thessaloniki, Pella, Vergina, and Mount Athos 

and then to Bulgaria for the second part of the seminar.

60th	Annual	Awards	at	the	Zappeion	Megaron	
in	Athens	in	June	2008	

The Foundation will celebrate 60 years of service in the field of education and honor Fulbright scholars, 

alumni, and donors. The Fulbright Foundation is busy organizing this special celebration and gathering 

research material for a commemorative publication. The publication, to feature the history and milestones 

of the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, will be distributed as part of the celebration and a short film about 

scholarship opportunities will be screened.

An	ExCitinG	ProFEssionAl	
DEvEloPMEnt	sCholArshiP	
For	GrEEk	in-sErviCE	EDuCAtors

E
ach year, the United States Educational Foundation in Greece (The Fulbright 

Foundation) offers one grant to a Greek secondary school educator, curricu-

lum specialist, teacher trainer or textbook author to attend the annual Study 

of the United States Institutes. The Institute is a six-week program held at university 

campuses in the USA and is designed for secondary school educators involved in 

the teaching of English and professionals in curriculum development, teacher train-

ing and/or textbook writing. Focusing on a particular theme or topic in American 

Studies, the Institute aims to improve the quality of teaching and enhance the de-

velopment of curricula about the U.S. in educational institutions and school systems 

outside the United States. The training program consists of an intensive, four-week 

academic seminar and a two-week study tour to reinforce the academic content of 

the seminar, presenting a unique learning environment and many possibilities for 

curriculum development and collaboration.

Ms. Sotiria Tziouri, a teacher of English from Ioannina, was the 2007 recipient of 

this prestigious award. For the last five years, Ms. Tziouri has taught English at the Sec-

ondary School of Tsepelovo to Greek and Albanian students. This last summer she was 

one of 30 international participants at the Teachers Summer Institute held in Amherst, 

Massachusetts. The Institute covered important topics in U.S. society including history, 

politics, religious and cultural tolerance, immigration, national identity, natural re-

source exploitation, literature, art, and pedagogy. In September 2007, upon her return 

to Greece, Ms. Tziouri began teaching at 9th Lower Secondary School of Ioannina.

 

“Living and experiencing the American civilization for six weeks 
had a big impact on my teaching resources and use of language. It 
also affected me as a human being, since I had the chance to meet 
29 interesting people from all over the world, apart from my new 
American friends, making me more culture tolerant and aware that 
the sharing of ideas, mutual understanding, and collaboration can 
really promote our role as teachers and educators.” 
—Sotiria Tziouri, Teacher of English
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g R E E C E

T
New Scholarships 
for Greek Students and Scholars

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece is pleased to announce the addition of several new scholar-

ship opportunities for Greek scholars. Generous support from the Constantine K. Mitsotakis Foun-

dation, the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation, and the Thessaloniki International Fair has funded the 

creation of seven new scholarships for the upcoming academic year as well as establishing new 

commitments for funding in the future. Starting with the 2007-2008 academic year, the Constan-

tine K. Mitsotakis Foundation will fund three scholarships per year for three years. Priority will be 

given to students in the field of Humanities and Social Sciences, focusing on the political, social 

and economic aspects of topics such as Modern and Contemporary History, International Relations, 

Greek-American Relations, Political Science, Law, and the History of Art and Civilization from the 

18th through the 20th centuries.

The Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation is funding two scholarships per year for two years for scholars 

in the fields of Agriculture, Environmental Studies, Nutrition and Food, Science, Political Science, 

and Museum, Library and Cultural Studies.

Founded in 1925 as the official government exhibition and congress institution, the Thessaloniki 

International Fair (TIF) has demonstrated commitment and leadership in education initiatives to 

address the need for more training opportunities for Greek students in the field of exhibition, confer-

ence, and convention management. As part of a long-term commitment and collaboration, TIF and 

D. Bakatselos will offer one full scholarship per year.

share	the	news
Do you have news and updates you 

would like to share with Fulbright 

News? Keep us posted of your 

achievements and news. Send us an 

email to: info@fulbright.gr or mail to: 
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6, Vassilissis Sophias Avenue,  

106 74 Athens, Greece
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save the Dates
the	year	2008	will	mark	the	
60th	anniversary	of	the	
Fulbright	Foundation	in	Greece.	
As	part	of	the	commemora-
tion	of	this	special	event,	the	
Foundation	has	set	a	goal	of	in-
creasing	the	number	of	awards	
offered	to	60	scholarships.	

OpEn hOusE  
november	7,	2007

sChOlaRships 
fOR gREEk CitizEns
•		research	scholars:	november	

15,	2007
•		Artists	and	Art	scholars:		

December	13,	2007
•		Graduate	students:	January	

17,	2008
•		study	of	the	u.s.	institutes	for	

secondary	Educators:	tBA*
•		salzburg	seminar:	Year-round

i Contact	sophia	Cousoula,	
senior	Program	officer	
scousoula@fulbright.gr

sChOlaRships 
fOR amERiCan CitizEns
•		Graduate	students:	october	

19,	2007*
•		Greek	summer	seminar:		

January	15,	2008
•		senior	scholars	and	Artists:	

August	2008*
•		intercountry	lecturing	

Awards:	Year-round
•		senior	specialists	Program:	

Year-round

i  Contact	nicholas	tourides,	
Educational	Advisor/Ameri-
can	Program	Coordinator	
advisor@fulbright.gr

*Please refer regularly to the Fulbright 
website www.fulbright.gr for updates, 
application deadlines, new programs and
special grants.

Annual Highlights 
Programs, Publications, Planning and a Very Special Guest

EEach year, the Fulbright Foundation in Greece develops new educational and cultural 
programs to promote mutual understanding and creative collaborations between Greece 
and the United States of America. 

FulBriGht	Art	sEriEs

I
n 2002, The Fulbright Foundation in Greece inaugurated the “Fulbright Art 

Series,” a series of limited edition works of art produced by a Fulbright alumni 

artist exclusively for the Foundation’s donors, and presented to them as an ex-

pression of gratitude for their support and commitment to the scholarship program. 

The Fulbright Art Series has now become an established feature of the Annual 

Awards Ceremony celebrating the Greek-U.S. scholarship programs and exchanges. 

In previous years, participating Fulbright alumni artists included Erieta Attali, Dora 

Economou, Zoe Keramea, Sia Kyriakakos, and Zafos Xagoraris.

The 2007 Fulbright Art Series is a limited edition photographic print by artist Lam-

bros Papanikolatos. Mr. Papanikolatos received a Fulbright Artist Award (2003-

2004) to study at the International Center of Photography in New York and to 

participate in FotoFest in Houston, Texas. He works as an art management consul-

tant specializing in international photography festivals. Mr. Papanikolatos recently 

collaborated with the Thessaloniki Museum of Photography to organize “Photosyn-

kyria,” the 19th International Photography Meeting in 2007 and he also contrib-

uted to the “Festival of Light,” an international union of photography festivals from 

21 countries to develop an international survey, whose findings will be presented 

at PhotoArte in Brasilia (www.festivaloflight.org). The Fulbright Foundation in 

Greece thanks the artists for supporting this series.

open	house
The annual Open House event will take place 

on November 7, 2007. Fulbright advisors and 

American Fulbright professors will be present 

to discuss aspects of the U.S. educational sys-

tem: how to select and apply to an institution in 

the USA, funding opportunities and Fulbright 

scholarships, and what to expect from Ameri-

can academic and student life. Hosted by the 

Fulbright Foundation, this annual event is free 

of charge and open to students and university 

administrators. Please check the Fulbright web-

site (www.fulbright.gr) for the event location.

special	Guest
Mrs. Harriet Mayor Fulbright, wife of J. Wil-

liam Fulbright and President of the J. William & 

Harriet Fulbright Center, visited Greece in June 

2007 to celebrate the Foundation’s work and at-

tend the Annual Awards Ceremony. During her 

visit, Mrs. Fulbright had the opportunity to meet 

Greek and American Fulbright Scholars and ad-

dress various audiences about the importance 

and value of these exchanges. Mrs. Fulbright 

reflected on the lifelong knowledge, friendships, 

and inspirations from her international experi-

ences, including learning Spanish as a teenager 

in Bogota, Colombia, writing for the Economist 

during her graduate studies in London, and 

teaching in Korea and Moscow. As President of 

the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center, Mrs. 

Fulbright continues to travel the world to pro-

mote the late Senator Fulbright’s vision to “en-

sure effective engagement in all international 

collaborations—cultural exchange, study abroad, 

and life-long learning programs.” 

“Justice—one	or	Many?”	
An	international	Writers	Dialogue	Continues

The International Writing Program: New Symposium returned May 9-13, 2007 to Paros, 

Greece for a second year with the theme “Justice—One or Many?”

For more than 39 years, the International Writing Program (IWP) at the University of 

Iowa has been welcoming an international group of prestigious writers, artists, and intel-

lectuals to share their stories and engage in a series of discussions and workshops centered 

on a specific theme. In 2006, the New Symposium was inaugurated as part of the IWP in 

Paros, in collaboration with the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, offering a new setting 

for this unique intercultural and intellectual gathering. The annual symposia culminate 

in a series of essays submitted by the participants for publication as an electronic book, 

as well as new literary collaborations, translation projects, and friendships. In 2007, 

the international body of participants included representatives from 10 countries: Jane 

Hirshfield (United States of America), Lena Divani, Stratis Haviaras, Ersi Sotiropoulou, 

Anastassis Vistonitis (Greece), Mohamed Magani (Algeria), Ma Thida (Burma), Sobudh 

Sarkar (India), Etgar Keret (Israel), Helon Habila (Nigeria), Daniel Alarcόn (Peru), Tony 

Eprile (South Africa), and Emre Erdem (Turkey).

The New Symposium was held under the auspices of the U.S. Embassy in Athens and 

was made possible through a grant from U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Educational 

and Cultural Affairs. Under the leadership of poet Christopher Merrill, Director of the IWP 

and Artemis Zenetou, Executive Director of the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, the event 

represents exciting partnerships of the IWP at the University of Iowa, the Fulbright Foun-

dation in Greece, the Office of the Mayor of Paros and EKEMEL (European Translation 

Center – Literature and Human Sciences). More information about the symposium can be 

found at: www.uiowa.edu/artsiowa.

Discover	a	World	of	new	study	opportunities
The 13th Annual U.S. University Fair is to be held on October 11, 2007 at the Athens 

Holiday Inn Hotel. Representatives from more than 30 American colleges and universities 

will attend this event to present and discuss their institutions and degree programs with 

Greek students interested in studying in the United States. The Fair offers the unique op-

portunity for prospective students to meet American university representatives, to inquire 

about their undergraduate and graduate degree programs, admissions requirements, pro-

gram deadlines, campus life at each institution, and to gather information about Fulbright 

scholarship opportunities and standardized admission tests. The event is free and open to 

the public and is the only one of its kind in Greece. 

information	sessions/Workshops
Throughout the year an on-going series of Information Sessions/Workshops organized by Fulbright Educational Advisors at high schools and 

universities throughout Greece provides interested students with information on U.S. undergraduate studies, graduate studies, Fulbright Schol-

arship opportunities, and financial aid.
G r E E C E

Studying in the USA
a uniquE guiDE fOR stuDEnts 

Studying in the USA—ΟΔΗΓΟΣ ΣΠΟΥΔΩΝ, a new publication by the 

Fulbright Foundation in Greece, is now in print. The publication is 

a comprehensive guide for Greek students interested in programs of 

study at American universities and colleges, and offers extensive in-

formation on diverse types of academic and professional degree pro-

grams, how to select a school/program, the application process, costs 

and financial aid information, helpful timelines, and student visa 

information. The guide also offers information about the culture of 

American higher education and a thorough glossary. The publication 

was supported by the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation. Free copies of 

this guide are available at the Fulbright Foundation in Greece or, to download a copy electroni-

cally, visit our website: www.fulbright.gr

❝“Peace and prosperity in the 21st Century depend on increasing the capacity of 
people to think and work on a global and intercultural basis. As technology opens 
borders, educational and cultural exchange opens minds.”
—Institute of International Education

G r E E C E
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save the Dates
the	year	2008	will	mark	the	
60th	anniversary	of	the	
Fulbright	Foundation	in	Greece.	
As	part	of	the	commemora-
tion	of	this	special	event,	the	
Foundation	has	set	a	goal	of	in-
creasing	the	number	of	awards	
offered	to	60	scholarships.	

OpEn hOusE  
november	7,	2007

sChOlaRships 
fOR gREEk CitizEns
•		research	scholars:	november	

15,	2007
•		Artists	and	Art	scholars:		

December	13,	2007
•		Graduate	students:	January	

17,	2008
•		study	of	the	u.s.	institutes	for	

secondary	Educators:	tBA*
•		salzburg	seminar:	Year-round

i Contact	sophia	Cousoula,	
senior	Program	officer	
scousoula@fulbright.gr

sChOlaRships 
fOR amERiCan CitizEns
•		Graduate	students:	october	

19,	2007*
•		Greek	summer	seminar:		

January	15,	2008
•		senior	scholars	and	Artists:	

August	2008*
•		intercountry	lecturing	

Awards:	Year-round
•		senior	specialists	Program:	

Year-round

i  Contact	nicholas	tourides,	
Educational	Advisor/Ameri-
can	Program	Coordinator	
advisor@fulbright.gr

*Please refer regularly to the Fulbright 
website www.fulbright.gr for updates, 
application deadlines, new programs and
special grants.

Annual Highlights 
Programs, Publications, Planning and a Very Special Guest

EEach year, the Fulbright Foundation in Greece develops new educational and cultural 
programs to promote mutual understanding and creative collaborations between Greece 
and the United States of America. 

FulBriGht	Art	sEriEs

I
n 2002, The Fulbright Foundation in Greece inaugurated the “Fulbright Art 

Series,” a series of limited edition works of art produced by a Fulbright alumni 

artist exclusively for the Foundation’s donors, and presented to them as an ex-

pression of gratitude for their support and commitment to the scholarship program. 

The Fulbright Art Series has now become an established feature of the Annual 

Awards Ceremony celebrating the Greek-U.S. scholarship programs and exchanges. 

In previous years, participating Fulbright alumni artists included Erieta Attali, Dora 

Economou, Zoe Keramea, Sia Kyriakakos, and Zafos Xagoraris.

The 2007 Fulbright Art Series is a limited edition photographic print by artist Lam-

bros Papanikolatos. Mr. Papanikolatos received a Fulbright Artist Award (2003-

2004) to study at the International Center of Photography in New York and to 

participate in FotoFest in Houston, Texas. He works as an art management consul-

tant specializing in international photography festivals. Mr. Papanikolatos recently 

collaborated with the Thessaloniki Museum of Photography to organize “Photosyn-

kyria,” the 19th International Photography Meeting in 2007 and he also contrib-

uted to the “Festival of Light,” an international union of photography festivals from 

21 countries to develop an international survey, whose findings will be presented 

at PhotoArte in Brasilia (www.festivaloflight.org). The Fulbright Foundation in 

Greece thanks the artists for supporting this series.

open	house
The annual Open House event will take place 

on November 7, 2007. Fulbright advisors and 

American Fulbright professors will be present 

to discuss aspects of the U.S. educational sys-

tem: how to select and apply to an institution in 

the USA, funding opportunities and Fulbright 

scholarships, and what to expect from Ameri-

can academic and student life. Hosted by the 

Fulbright Foundation, this annual event is free 

of charge and open to students and university 

administrators. Please check the Fulbright web-

site (www.fulbright.gr) for the event location.

special	Guest
Mrs. Harriet Mayor Fulbright, wife of J. Wil-

liam Fulbright and President of the J. William & 

Harriet Fulbright Center, visited Greece in June 

2007 to celebrate the Foundation’s work and at-

tend the Annual Awards Ceremony. During her 

visit, Mrs. Fulbright had the opportunity to meet 

Greek and American Fulbright Scholars and ad-

dress various audiences about the importance 

and value of these exchanges. Mrs. Fulbright 

reflected on the lifelong knowledge, friendships, 

and inspirations from her international experi-

ences, including learning Spanish as a teenager 

in Bogota, Colombia, writing for the Economist 

during her graduate studies in London, and 

teaching in Korea and Moscow. As President of 

the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center, Mrs. 

Fulbright continues to travel the world to pro-

mote the late Senator Fulbright’s vision to “en-

sure effective engagement in all international 

collaborations—cultural exchange, study abroad, 

and life-long learning programs.” 

“Justice—one	or	Many?”	
An	international	Writers	Dialogue	Continues

The International Writing Program: New Symposium returned May 9-13, 2007 to Paros, 

Greece for a second year with the theme “Justice—One or Many?”

For more than 39 years, the International Writing Program (IWP) at the University of 

Iowa has been welcoming an international group of prestigious writers, artists, and intel-

lectuals to share their stories and engage in a series of discussions and workshops centered 

on a specific theme. In 2006, the New Symposium was inaugurated as part of the IWP in 

Paros, in collaboration with the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, offering a new setting 

for this unique intercultural and intellectual gathering. The annual symposia culminate 

in a series of essays submitted by the participants for publication as an electronic book, 

as well as new literary collaborations, translation projects, and friendships. In 2007, 

the international body of participants included representatives from 10 countries: Jane 

Hirshfield (United States of America), Lena Divani, Stratis Haviaras, Ersi Sotiropoulou, 

Anastassis Vistonitis (Greece), Mohamed Magani (Algeria), Ma Thida (Burma), Sobudh 

Sarkar (India), Etgar Keret (Israel), Helon Habila (Nigeria), Daniel Alarcόn (Peru), Tony 

Eprile (South Africa), and Emre Erdem (Turkey).

The New Symposium was held under the auspices of the U.S. Embassy in Athens and 

was made possible through a grant from U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Educational 

and Cultural Affairs. Under the leadership of poet Christopher Merrill, Director of the IWP 

and Artemis Zenetou, Executive Director of the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, the event 

represents exciting partnerships of the IWP at the University of Iowa, the Fulbright Foun-

dation in Greece, the Office of the Mayor of Paros and EKEMEL (European Translation 

Center – Literature and Human Sciences). More information about the symposium can be 

found at: www.uiowa.edu/artsiowa.

Discover	a	World	of	new	study	opportunities
The 13th Annual U.S. University Fair is to be held on October 11, 2007 at the Athens 

Holiday Inn Hotel. Representatives from more than 30 American colleges and universities 

will attend this event to present and discuss their institutions and degree programs with 

Greek students interested in studying in the United States. The Fair offers the unique op-

portunity for prospective students to meet American university representatives, to inquire 

about their undergraduate and graduate degree programs, admissions requirements, pro-

gram deadlines, campus life at each institution, and to gather information about Fulbright 

scholarship opportunities and standardized admission tests. The event is free and open to 

the public and is the only one of its kind in Greece. 

information	sessions/Workshops
Throughout the year an on-going series of Information Sessions/Workshops organized by Fulbright Educational Advisors at high schools and 

universities throughout Greece provides interested students with information on U.S. undergraduate studies, graduate studies, Fulbright Schol-

arship opportunities, and financial aid.
G r E E C E

Studying in the USA
a uniquE guiDE fOR stuDEnts 

Studying in the USA—ΟΔΗΓΟΣ ΣΠΟΥΔΩΝ, a new publication by the 

Fulbright Foundation in Greece, is now in print. The publication is 

a comprehensive guide for Greek students interested in programs of 

study at American universities and colleges, and offers extensive in-

formation on diverse types of academic and professional degree pro-

grams, how to select a school/program, the application process, costs 

and financial aid information, helpful timelines, and student visa 

information. The guide also offers information about the culture of 

American higher education and a thorough glossary. The publication 

was supported by the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation. Free copies of 

this guide are available at the Fulbright Foundation in Greece or, to download a copy electroni-

cally, visit our website: www.fulbright.gr

❝“Peace and prosperity in the 21st Century depend on increasing the capacity of 
people to think and work on a global and intercultural basis. As technology opens 
borders, educational and cultural exchange opens minds.”
—Institute of International Education

G r E E C E
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highlights

Fulbright Foundation 
to Celebrate 60 Years
As part of the commemoration of this 

special event, the Foundation has set a 

goal of increasing the number of awards 

offered to 60 scholarships. 

Annual Awards Ceremony
Scholars and donors gather to celebrate 

the Fulbright ideal.

International 
Writing Program
The celebrated International Writing 

Program of the University of Iowa a huge 

success on the island of Paros.

Mrs. Fulbright visits Greece
Mrs. Harriet Mayor Fulbright, wife of 

J. William Fulbright and President of the 

J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center, 

visited Greece in June.

Achievement!! 
Alumni in the Spotlight

2007-2008 
Fulbright Scholarships
The Fulbright Foundation in Greece 

awarded more than 55 scholarships 

honoring a 59-year trans-Atlantic 

tradition of excellence in a variety 

of disciplines and fields.

❝“In many ways, my experience as a Fulbright Scholar in Greece motivated 
me to seek public office. So many of today’s international and domestic 
conflicts stem from cultural misunderstandings. In this globalized world, 
it is critical that we collaborate on discovering and promoting innovative 
solutions to problems that span geo-political borders.” 
—Congressman John P. Sarbanes 

Letter from the 
Executive Director

O
n behalf of the Ful-

bright Foundation 

in Greece, I am de-

lighted to present the second 

issue of Fulbright News, our 

annual newsletter. In this is-

sue, you’ll read about excit-

ing programs and events, partnerships, our alumni 

and grantees, and promising plans and goals. Like 

all our programs, this newsletter would not be 

possible without the support and contributions of 

our alumni, donors, and friends, a community of 

wonderful individuals which, we are happy to an-

nounce, keeps growing! 

The Foundation greatly appreciates the support 

of the individuals, foundations and corporations 

who share in our mission to promote trans-Atlan-

tic understanding through educational programs 

and exchanges. With their generous support, we 

are closer to our goal of awarding 60 scholarships 

for 2008, the Foundation’s 60th anniversary year. I 

am pleased to share news about three new partner-

ships—with the Constantine K. Mitsotakis Founda-

tion, the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation and the 

Thessaloniki International Fair—that funded the 

creation of seven new scholarships starting in the 

2007-2008 academic year. I would also like to ac-

knowledge the dedicated support of our Board of 

Directors for their continued commitment to the 

Foundation and its mission.

The cooperation and partnership with Greek 

higher education institutions remains at the core 

of the Fulbright Foundation’s mandate. Fulbright 

educational advisors collaborate with and visit 

universities and high schools throughout Greece 

to present our programs and scholarship opportu-

nities. A new publication “Studying in the U.S.,” 

generously funded by the Stavros S. Niarchos Foun-

dation, is a comprehensive manual and orientation 

guide for any Greek student interested in studying 

in the USA.

I thank our alumni for sharing their news and 

wonderful historical photographs, some of which 

we have incorporated into this issue and others that 

will be published in the upcoming commemorative 

publication for our anniversary celebration in June 

2008. We are proud and honored to share news 

about their involvement and leadership in a variety 

of fields in Greece, the USA, and internationally. 

Best wishes for another productive academic year 

and we look forward to sharing our news as our 

community of alumni, friends, and partners contin-

ues to expand.

	 Artemis	A.	Zenetou

NEW IN 2008
60	Years	of	Educational	and	Cultural	Exchanges!

Looking back at 60 years of Greek-American educational and cultural exchanges reminds us of the 

powerful vision Senator Fulbright had when he started the program in 1948. As the oldest program in 

Europe and the second oldest continuously operating Fulbright Program in the world, we are delighted 

to announce there will be a special series of events commemorating this noteworthy anniversary and the 

Foundation’s many milestones.

European	Fulbright	Executive	Directors	
to	Meet	in	Greece

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece is honored to host the 27th Conference of Fulbright Executive Direc-

tors from Europe, “Educational Exchanges in a Global Environment: The Fulbright Experience” in Athens, 

Greece, April 12-18, 2008. The annual conference invites the executive directors of European Fulbright 

offices, officials from the U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs; the Center 

for International Exchange of Scholars, Institute of International Education and offers an exclusive op-

portunity to discuss policies, new trends, best practices in leadership, and issues in international higher 

education. Participants will attend a series of panels and workshops to discuss Fulbright programs, new 

developments, and challenges. 

American	Educators	to	Discover	
Greek	and	Bulgarian	Culture	

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece and the Fulbright Commission in Bulgaria will collaborate to host 

the Fulbright-Hays Summer Seminar for American educators in June 2008. Each summer, a limited num-

ber of Fulbright-Hays Seminar awards are granted to exceptional educators representing all disciplines, 

offering the opportunity to travel to various countries, learn about a new culture through immersion, and 

build a new curriculum unit. The focus of the 2008 Greece-Bulgaria collaborative seminar, “Education 

Through Art and Culture,” is to offer a unique experience of professional and personal enrichment to the 

participants, leading to a better understanding of Greece’s history, culture, and people and to act as a forum 

to develop new international educational projects and collaborations. The program will begin in Greece, 

where participants will visit archaeological sites, university and school campuses, museums and other cul-

tural institutions accompanied by expert scholars and staff. After arriving in Athens, the group will travel 

throughout the country, visiting the Peloponnese, Delphi, Thessaloniki, Pella, Vergina, and Mount Athos 

and then to Bulgaria for the second part of the seminar.

60th	Annual	Awards	at	the	Zappeion	Megaron	
in	Athens	in	June	2008	

The Foundation will celebrate 60 years of service in the field of education and honor Fulbright scholars, 

alumni, and donors. The Fulbright Foundation is busy organizing this special celebration and gathering 

research material for a commemorative publication. The publication, to feature the history and milestones 

of the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, will be distributed as part of the celebration and a short film about 

scholarship opportunities will be screened.

An	ExCitinG	ProFEssionAl	
DEvEloPMEnt	sCholArshiP	
For	GrEEk	in-sErviCE	EDuCAtors

E
ach year, the United States Educational Foundation in Greece (The Fulbright 

Foundation) offers one grant to a Greek secondary school educator, curricu-

lum specialist, teacher trainer or textbook author to attend the annual Study 

of the United States Institutes. The Institute is a six-week program held at university 

campuses in the USA and is designed for secondary school educators involved in 

the teaching of English and professionals in curriculum development, teacher train-

ing and/or textbook writing. Focusing on a particular theme or topic in American 

Studies, the Institute aims to improve the quality of teaching and enhance the de-

velopment of curricula about the U.S. in educational institutions and school systems 

outside the United States. The training program consists of an intensive, four-week 

academic seminar and a two-week study tour to reinforce the academic content of 

the seminar, presenting a unique learning environment and many possibilities for 

curriculum development and collaboration.

Ms. Sotiria Tziouri, a teacher of English from Ioannina, was the 2007 recipient of 

this prestigious award. For the last five years, Ms. Tziouri has taught English at the Sec-

ondary School of Tsepelovo to Greek and Albanian students. This last summer she was 

one of 30 international participants at the Teachers Summer Institute held in Amherst, 

Massachusetts. The Institute covered important topics in U.S. society including history, 

politics, religious and cultural tolerance, immigration, national identity, natural re-

source exploitation, literature, art, and pedagogy. In September 2007, upon her return 

to Greece, Ms. Tziouri began teaching at 9th Lower Secondary School of Ioannina.

 

“Living and experiencing the American civilization for six weeks 
had a big impact on my teaching resources and use of language. It 
also affected me as a human being, since I had the chance to meet 
29 interesting people from all over the world, apart from my new 
American friends, making me more culture tolerant and aware that 
the sharing of ideas, mutual understanding, and collaboration can 
really promote our role as teachers and educators.” 
—Sotiria Tziouri, Teacher of English
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New Scholarships 
for Greek Students and Scholars

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece is pleased to announce the addition of several new scholar-

ship opportunities for Greek scholars. Generous support from the Constantine K. Mitsotakis Foun-

dation, the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation, and the Thessaloniki International Fair has funded the 

creation of seven new scholarships for the upcoming academic year as well as establishing new 

commitments for funding in the future. Starting with the 2007-2008 academic year, the Constan-

tine K. Mitsotakis Foundation will fund three scholarships per year for three years. Priority will be 

given to students in the field of Humanities and Social Sciences, focusing on the political, social 

and economic aspects of topics such as Modern and Contemporary History, International Relations, 

Greek-American Relations, Political Science, Law, and the History of Art and Civilization from the 

18th through the 20th centuries.

The Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation is funding two scholarships per year for two years for scholars 

in the fields of Agriculture, Environmental Studies, Nutrition and Food, Science, Political Science, 

and Museum, Library and Cultural Studies.

Founded in 1925 as the official government exhibition and congress institution, the Thessaloniki 

International Fair (TIF) has demonstrated commitment and leadership in education initiatives to 

address the need for more training opportunities for Greek students in the field of exhibition, confer-

ence, and convention management. As part of a long-term commitment and collaboration, TIF and 

D. Bakatselos will offer one full scholarship per year.

share	the	news
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Programs, Publications, Planning and a Very Special Guest

EEach year, the Fulbright Foundation in Greece develops new educational and cultural 
programs to promote mutual understanding and creative collaborations between Greece 
and the United States of America. 

FulBriGht	Art	sEriEs

I
n 2002, The Fulbright Foundation in Greece inaugurated the “Fulbright Art 

Series,” a series of limited edition works of art produced by a Fulbright alumni 

artist exclusively for the Foundation’s donors, and presented to them as an ex-

pression of gratitude for their support and commitment to the scholarship program. 

The Fulbright Art Series has now become an established feature of the Annual 

Awards Ceremony celebrating the Greek-U.S. scholarship programs and exchanges. 

In previous years, participating Fulbright alumni artists included Erieta Attali, Dora 

Economou, Zoe Keramea, Sia Kyriakakos, and Zafos Xagoraris.

The 2007 Fulbright Art Series is a limited edition photographic print by artist Lam-

bros Papanikolatos. Mr. Papanikolatos received a Fulbright Artist Award (2003-

2004) to study at the International Center of Photography in New York and to 

participate in FotoFest in Houston, Texas. He works as an art management consul-

tant specializing in international photography festivals. Mr. Papanikolatos recently 

collaborated with the Thessaloniki Museum of Photography to organize “Photosyn-

kyria,” the 19th International Photography Meeting in 2007 and he also contrib-

uted to the “Festival of Light,” an international union of photography festivals from 

21 countries to develop an international survey, whose findings will be presented 

at PhotoArte in Brasilia (www.festivaloflight.org). The Fulbright Foundation in 

Greece thanks the artists for supporting this series.

open	house
The annual Open House event will take place 

on November 7, 2007. Fulbright advisors and 

American Fulbright professors will be present 

to discuss aspects of the U.S. educational sys-

tem: how to select and apply to an institution in 

the USA, funding opportunities and Fulbright 

scholarships, and what to expect from Ameri-

can academic and student life. Hosted by the 

Fulbright Foundation, this annual event is free 

of charge and open to students and university 

administrators. Please check the Fulbright web-

site (www.fulbright.gr) for the event location.

special	Guest
Mrs. Harriet Mayor Fulbright, wife of J. Wil-

liam Fulbright and President of the J. William & 

Harriet Fulbright Center, visited Greece in June 

2007 to celebrate the Foundation’s work and at-

tend the Annual Awards Ceremony. During her 

visit, Mrs. Fulbright had the opportunity to meet 

Greek and American Fulbright Scholars and ad-

dress various audiences about the importance 

and value of these exchanges. Mrs. Fulbright 

reflected on the lifelong knowledge, friendships, 

and inspirations from her international experi-

ences, including learning Spanish as a teenager 

in Bogota, Colombia, writing for the Economist 

during her graduate studies in London, and 

teaching in Korea and Moscow. As President of 

the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center, Mrs. 

Fulbright continues to travel the world to pro-

mote the late Senator Fulbright’s vision to “en-

sure effective engagement in all international 

collaborations—cultural exchange, study abroad, 

and life-long learning programs.” 

“Justice—one	or	Many?”	
An	international	Writers	Dialogue	Continues

The International Writing Program: New Symposium returned May 9-13, 2007 to Paros, 

Greece for a second year with the theme “Justice—One or Many?”

For more than 39 years, the International Writing Program (IWP) at the University of 

Iowa has been welcoming an international group of prestigious writers, artists, and intel-

lectuals to share their stories and engage in a series of discussions and workshops centered 

on a specific theme. In 2006, the New Symposium was inaugurated as part of the IWP in 

Paros, in collaboration with the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, offering a new setting 

for this unique intercultural and intellectual gathering. The annual symposia culminate 

in a series of essays submitted by the participants for publication as an electronic book, 

as well as new literary collaborations, translation projects, and friendships. In 2007, 

the international body of participants included representatives from 10 countries: Jane 

Hirshfield (United States of America), Lena Divani, Stratis Haviaras, Ersi Sotiropoulou, 

Anastassis Vistonitis (Greece), Mohamed Magani (Algeria), Ma Thida (Burma), Sobudh 

Sarkar (India), Etgar Keret (Israel), Helon Habila (Nigeria), Daniel Alarcόn (Peru), Tony 

Eprile (South Africa), and Emre Erdem (Turkey).

The New Symposium was held under the auspices of the U.S. Embassy in Athens and 

was made possible through a grant from U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Educational 

and Cultural Affairs. Under the leadership of poet Christopher Merrill, Director of the IWP 

and Artemis Zenetou, Executive Director of the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, the event 

represents exciting partnerships of the IWP at the University of Iowa, the Fulbright Foun-

dation in Greece, the Office of the Mayor of Paros and EKEMEL (European Translation 

Center – Literature and Human Sciences). More information about the symposium can be 

found at: www.uiowa.edu/artsiowa.

Discover	a	World	of	new	study	opportunities
The 13th Annual U.S. University Fair is to be held on October 11, 2007 at the Athens 

Holiday Inn Hotel. Representatives from more than 30 American colleges and universities 

will attend this event to present and discuss their institutions and degree programs with 

Greek students interested in studying in the United States. The Fair offers the unique op-

portunity for prospective students to meet American university representatives, to inquire 

about their undergraduate and graduate degree programs, admissions requirements, pro-

gram deadlines, campus life at each institution, and to gather information about Fulbright 

scholarship opportunities and standardized admission tests. The event is free and open to 

the public and is the only one of its kind in Greece. 

information	sessions/Workshops
Throughout the year an on-going series of Information Sessions/Workshops organized by Fulbright Educational Advisors at high schools and 

universities throughout Greece provides interested students with information on U.S. undergraduate studies, graduate studies, Fulbright Schol-

arship opportunities, and financial aid.
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Studying in the USA—ΟΔΗΓΟΣ ΣΠΟΥΔΩΝ, a new publication by the 

Fulbright Foundation in Greece, is now in print. The publication is 

a comprehensive guide for Greek students interested in programs of 

study at American universities and colleges, and offers extensive in-

formation on diverse types of academic and professional degree pro-

grams, how to select a school/program, the application process, costs 

and financial aid information, helpful timelines, and student visa 

information. The guide also offers information about the culture of 

American higher education and a thorough glossary. The publication 

was supported by the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation. Free copies of 

this guide are available at the Fulbright Foundation in Greece or, to download a copy electroni-

cally, visit our website: www.fulbright.gr

❝“Peace and prosperity in the 21st Century depend on increasing the capacity of 
people to think and work on a global and intercultural basis. As technology opens 
borders, educational and cultural exchange opens minds.”
—Institute of International Education
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Annual	Awards	Ceremony
honorinG	sCholArs	AnD	Donors

On June 20, 2007 Thomas Countryman, Charge d’Affaires, ad interim at the Embassy 

of the United States in Greece and Fulbright Foundation Executive Director Artemis 

Zenetou hosted a reception to honor the 55 scholarship recipients for the 2007-

2008 academic year and to salute donors for their support. The reception was held at the 

U.S. Ambassador’s residence and was attended by the Greek and American Fulbright scholars, 

their families, alumni, donors and noted guests, including former Minister of Education and 

Religious Affairs Marietta Giannakou, Honorary President of New Democracy Constantine 

Mitsotakis, President of the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center Mrs. Harriet Fulbright, and 

numerous representatives of Greek universities, professors, and members of Parliament of the 

Hellenic Republic. 

The generous and philanthropic support of corporations, foundations, institutions, individ-

uals and government bodies is the key ingredient in maintaining and expanding the programs 

offered through the Fulbright Foundation in Greece. 

We gratefully acknowledge the continued support and dedication of the many foundations, 

institutions, and individuals who support our scholarship and grant programs.

Trans-Atlantic Dialogues
2007-2008 Fulbright Scholarships

Each year, Fulbright recipients embark on trans-Atlantic exchanges and programs that bring forth a world of new professional and 
scholarly opportunities and collaborations as well as a greater personal understanding in each recipient of another culture and 
country. We are grateful for the ongoing commitment and support of the Government of the Hellenic Republic and the Government 

of the United States of America as well as the generosity of our donors in supporting the continuity and expansion of our programs.

Film	Arts	
While conducting research under the Ful-

bright grant for her feature film “A Friendship 

in Smyrna,” Ms. Maria Iliou, an award-win-

ning Greek filmmaker (Fulbright Artist, 2003), 

discovered a wealth of unseen archival photo-

graphic and film footage from more than 50 

American public and private collections that 

tell the fascinating history of Greek immigrants 

to the United States. Along with historian Al-

exander Kitroeff, a number of scholars (includ-

ing noted Fulbright alumni), and prominent 

Greek-American guests, Ms. Iliou brings these 

stories and photographs to life, exploring the 

history of Greek immigration to America from 

1890 to 1980 in a documentary, “The Journey: 

The Greek American Dream.” In January 2007, 

the film premiered in Athens at the Hellenic 

American Union in conjunction with a photog-

raphy exhibition at the Benaki Museum, whose 

director, Angelos Delivorrias, is a Fulbright 

alumnus. In May 2007, the film screened in 

New York City at the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art and was introduced by U.S. Senator Paul 

Sarbanes. Additional screenings are expected 

in locations in the U.S. and Greece: www.the-

journeygreekamericandream.org. 

Public	health
Mr. Efthymis Ntasis received a scholarship 

(Fulbright Graduate Student, 2001-2002) to 

study Health Care Management at the Mailman 

School of Public Health at Columbia Universi-

ty. Upon completing his studies, Mr. Ntasis es-

tablished operations for the non-governmental 

humanitarian agency IRD, International Relief 

and Development, in Mozambique. He is the 

IRD Country Director and leads the construc-

tion of water harvesting systems in drought af-

fected areas, business establishment for wom-

en entrepreneurs, the provision of clean water 

in flood affected areas, and capacity building 

of community based organizations that pro-

vide HIV/AIDS services. Primarily funded by 

USAID, and under his leadership during the 

last three years, programs have been estab-

lished that have improved the living condi-

tions for more than 100,000 persons.

literary	Arts
Mr. Sakis Serefas, a Thessaloniki-based lit-

erature scholar, author, poet, and scriptwriter 

(Fulbright Artist 2000), has published 30 

books of poetry, prose, essays, translations, 

anthologies, and critical studies of cities and 

poets, some of which have been adapted for 

film and theatre. His poetry and prose have 

been translated into English, French, German, 

Italian, and Swedish.

Mr. Serefas’ first theatrical play, MAM, pro-

duced in 2006 at Amore Theatre and directed 

by Eleni Boza, received rave reviews. His most 

recent prose work, the novel Tha Gino Dizez 

(published by Methechmio, 2006), deals with 

a crime of passion that took place in Thessa-

loniki in 1950 and his latest poetry collection 

is Prota Pethane I Kota (published by Kedros in 

2007). His two new theatrical works will be 

staged soon. Thessaloniki se Proto Prosopo, based 

on his book of the same title and directed by 

Korina Haritou, will premiere in November in 

Thessaloniki at Amalia theatre, and in Athens 

in February 2008 Liomeno Voutiro, directed by 

Simos Kakalas, will premiere at the new stage 

of the National Theatre.

Medicine
Dr. Christos Davatzikos (Fulbright Graduate 

Student, 1989-1990) has recently received 

worldwide attention and accolades for his 

research on and analysis of brain MRI tech-

nologies as an accurate diagnostic tool in de-

tecting the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease 

as well as schizophrenia and other neuro-psy-

chiatric disorders. He has also pioneered the 

use of quantitative analysis of brain MRIs in 

criminal court cases. Dr. Davatzikos received 

a BS in Electrical Engineering and Computer 

Science from National Technical University 

of Athens and a PhD from Johns Hopkins 

University. After teaching at the Johns Hop-

kins School of Medicine for several years, 

he moved to the University of Pennsylvania 

where he is Associate Professor of Radiology 

and Bioengineering and Director of the Sec-

tion of Biomedical Image Analysis.

Media
Dr. Richard Katula, Professor of Communi-

cation and Mass Media at Northeastern Uni-

versity (Fulbright Senior Scholar, 2003-04) 

returned to Greece once again this summer 

to lead a group of 18 American undergradu-

ate students for a study abroad program “The 

Dialogue to Greece.” This program is just one 

example of the many study abroad programs 

and exchanges Dr. Katula was able to develop 

as a result of his teaching experience at the 

University of Athens, Department of Commu-

nication and Mass Media. “The Dialogue to 

Greece has become so popular that I will soon 

propose a minor course of study in Classical 

and Modern Greek Studies…so a Fulbright 

scholarship can lead to lasting connections 

between the people of Greece and the people 

of America,” he states in correspondence to 

our office. He plans to return to Greece in 

summer 2008 with a group of adult continu-

ing education students. 

Museum	studies
Ms. Stephanie Reyer (Fulbright Senior Schol-

ar and Artist 2006-2007), Associate Director 

of Exhibition Graphic Design at the American 

Museum of Natural History in New York, 

presented two workshops in Athens entitled 

runninG	For	EDuCAtion	

On April 1, 2007, the second annual “Pella Marathon” took place in northern Greece. 

The marathon, also known as the “Alexander the Great International Marathon,” 

spans the 42 km distance from Pella to Thessaloniki and aims to promote the classical 

values of international sportsmanship, collaboration, and culture. Ms. Elaine Paplos, Deputy 

Principal Officer at the American Consulate of Thessaloniki and a seasoned runner, partici-

pated, wearing a Fulbright T-shirt to raise funds for the Fulbright Foundation in Greece schol-

arships. Alumnus Miltos Arvanitidis participated in the 10 kilometer “Health Marathon” race. 

Running for a cause is not unusual in the USA but in Greece it is quite a novel concept. The 

event drew athletes from many countries and continents, and with thanks to Ms. Paplos and 

Mr. Arvanitidis. as well as several Fulbright alumni from Northern Greece who supported the 

cause, raised funds for the Fulbright Foundation in Greece.

Achievement!! Alumni in the Spotlight

DDuring the last 59 years, more than 4,500 Greek and American citizens have received grants and 
scholarships from the Fulbright Foundation in Greece to participate in U.S. – Greece educational 
exchanges. The grant opportunities and programs have expanded to include students, professors, 
educators, researchers, professionals, and artists representing numerous fields. Although the di-
versity and scope of programs and grants continually increase, all grantees share two commonali-
ties: they are leaders in their field and through the program they are able to continually promote 
mutual understanding and collaboration between Greece and the United States—and beyond—in 
a variety of areas including politics, science, the arts, and public policy. 

“Museum Graphic Design for Non-Designers” 

for museum professionals. More than 50 rep-

resentatives of Greek museums and cultural 

institutions attended the workshops. The pro-

gram was collaboratively sponsored by Piraeus 

Bank Group Cultural Foundation and the Ful-

bright Foundation in Greece.

Music
Dr. Gregory Jones, Professor of Music at 

Truman State University in Missouri (Ful-

bright Senior Scholar and Artist 1995-1996), 

was a featured performer in the first ever Chi-

nese Trumpet Guild Conference held in Beijing 

in May 2007.

Dr. Jones returned to Corfu, Greece this 

summer as a faculty member at the Fifth Io-

nian Music Academy to offer master classes 

and performances at this unique international 

conservatory program. 

Politics	and	law
Two Greek Fulbright alumni were selected 

to participate in the 46th Annual Interna-

tional Achievement Summit in Washington 

DC in June 2007, the first time Greek par-

ticipants attended the conference. Mr. Ange-

los Gerontas, (Fulbright Graduate Student, 

2006-2007) and Ms. Thalia Tzanetti, (Ful-

bright Graduate Student, 2003-2004), were 

among the group of 300 international student 

delegates selected for the Summit. The four-

day seminar invites some of the most impor-

tant and influential figures of our time from 

different fields. During the Summit, young 

leaders have the opportunity to join distin-

guished artists, scientists, statesmen, and in-

dustry leaders for a series of symposia and 

roundtable discussions. The list of this year’s 

noted guests include former President Wil-

liam J. Clinton, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, 

First Lady Laura Bush, broadcast journal-

ist Sam Donaldson, Senators Barack Obama 

and Chuck Hagel, Dr. Ian Fraser, filmmaker 

George Lucas, and playwright Susan-Lori 

Parks. www.achievement.org

science
Dr. Panos Antsaklis was appointed a mem-

ber of the subcommittee for networking and 

information technology of the President’s 

Council of Advisors on Science and Technol-

ogy (PCAST), which advises the President of 

the United States on federal policy issues re-

garding technology, scientific research priori-

ties, and mathematics and science education. 

Dr. Antsaklis received a Fulbright award to 

study electrical engineering at Brown Uni-

versity (Fulbright Graduate Student, 1972-

73) and is the H. Clifford and Evelyn A. 

Brosey Professor of Electrical Engineering at 

the University of Notre Dame.

Greek Scholars
gRaDuatE stuDEnts
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY
AntoniADEs,	Pavlos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens University of California, San Diego, CA Music

BoutsikA,	thekla National Technical University of Athens University of Texas, Austin, TX Electrical Engineering

DEliGiAnni,	Eleni University of Macedonia Harvard University, School of Education, Cambridge, MA Education

DiMitriADi,	vassiliki National Technical University of Athens University of California, Berkeley, CA Civil Engineering

Drosos,	nikolaos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens City University of New York, New York, NY Art History

GEorGiADou,	sofia Aristotle University of Thessaloniki University of Louisiana, Monroe, LA Psychology

ioAnniDou,	Dimitra National Technical University of Athens Stanford University, Stanford, CA Construction Management

isAiAs,	Platon Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Columbia University, New York, NY Architecture

kousoulA,	Aikaterini Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Harvard University, Law School, Cambridge, MA Law

MArouli,	Evangelia Democritus University of Thrace Columbia University, New York, NY Architecture

nikolEtAkis,	Georgios Athens University of Economics&Business Ohio State University, Fisher College, Columbus, OH Finance

PAPADAntonAki,	Elpida Harokopion University of Athens University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, St. Paul, MN Dietetics/Nutrition

PAPAntoniou,	Zacharias Athens School of Fine Arts Massachusetts College of the Arts, Boston, MA Fine Arts

PsYGkAs,	Athanasios-Efstratios Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Yale University, New Haven, CT Law

stEirou,	Eirini Aristotle University of Thessaloniki San Francisco State University, San Fracisco, CA Film/Media Arts

tiMAGEnis,	Christos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens New York University, New York, NY Law

YiAkouMis,	ioannis University of Patras Stanford University, Stanford, CA Electrical Engineering

ZAFEiroPoulos,	theodoros Thessaloniki School of Fine Arts The School of Visual Arts, New York, NY Fine Arts

REsEaRCh sChOlaRs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs pROJECt titlE

AthAnAssiou,	Garyfallia National & Kapodistrian University of Athens Harvard University Law School, Cambridge, MA Conflicts of Interest in Publicly Held Corporations
Assistant Professor Faculty of Law University of Pennsylvania Law School, Philadelphia, PA

ChristoDouloPoulos,	Georgios University of Thessaly Cornell University, Ithaca, NY Farm Health Plans Aiming at the Prevention and
Assistant Professor School of Veterinary Medicine Department of Animal Sciences Eradication of Important Diseases in Sheep Industry

GAnAs,	Athanasios National Observatory of Athens U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA Earthquake Recurrence and Seismic Hazard Forecast
Researcher Institute of Geodynamics Western Coastal & Marine Geology Team Along the Cascadian and Hellenic Subduction Zones

kAloGEroPoulos,	konstantinos Archaeological Society at Athens University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH The Transition from the Middle to the Late Bronze
Researcher  Department of Classics Age in Brauron (Eastern Attica) 

PAPAGEorGiou,	ioannis University of the Aegean, Mytilene Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI Patterns of Integration of Migrants in Europe and
Adjunct Professor Department of Sociology Department of Sociology North America

PAtsis,	Panagiotis Academy of Athens Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO Dynamics at the Corotation Region in Barred
Research Director Research Center for Astronomy Department of Space Studies Spiral Galaxies

PElAGiDis,	theodoros University of Pireaus Columbia University, New York, NY Policies to Control Corruption and Rent-Seeking:
Professor Department of Maritime Studies Program in Hellenic Studies Lessons from the USA
  City University of New York, New York, NY
  Center for Byzantine & Greek Studies

PErsElis,	Emmanouil National & Kapodistrian University of Athens Harvard University, Cambridge, MA Religious Education and the Teaching 
Professor Department of Social Theology Harvard Divinity School of Religion in Secondary Schools

PsYllAki,	Eleftheria Technical University of Crete California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA Sonochemical Degradation of Perfluorooctane
Assistant Professor Department of Environmental Engineering Division of Environmental Science & Engineering Derivatives in Natural Waters and Wastewater

tZElEPi,	Areti National Technical University of Athens State University of New York Downstate  Neural Synchrony in the Beta and Gamma Range
Researcher Department of Electrical Engineering Medical Center, NY when Initiating and Performing a Saccade
   in Parkinson Disease 

ZAkoPoulou,	victoria Technological Educational Institute, Epirus University of Texas, Houston, TX The Utility of Magnetic Source Imaging (MSI) 
Assistant Professor Department of Speech Language Division of Clinical Neurosciences in a Neuropsychological Assessment of Dyslexia

ZouMPourlis,	vasileios National Hellenic Research Foundation  University of California, San Francisco, CA Study of Genomic and Proteonic Profile Alterations
Research Associate Professor Unit of Biomedical Applications Cancer Research Institute which are Related with RhoA Kinase Signaling in
   Susceptibility to Cancer Progression and Metastasis

 aRtists anD aRt sChOlaRs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY

GErolYMPos,	Georgios Lecturer, University of Thessaly Yale University, New Haven, CT Visual Arts (Photography)
 & Independent Artist

GriMMA,	Anna Dancer & Choreographer Dance New Amsterdam, New York, NY Dance

PEtrinou,	Christina Art Instructor/Critic APEXART, New York, NY Art History

riChArDs,	loukia Independent Artist The Textile Museum, Washington, DC Fine Arts

stuDY Of thE unitED statEs institutEs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY

tZiouri,	sotiria Secondary School of Tsepelovo, Epirus Institute for Training and Development, Amherst, MA Study of the U.S.
 Teacher of English

gOVERnmEnts
Government	of	the	united	states	of	America
Government	of	the	hellenic	republic-Ministry	
of	Education	&	religious	Affairs

fOunDatiOns & ORganizatiOns
John	F.	Costopoulos	Foundation
George	P.	livanos	Foundation
Constantine	k.	Mitsotakis	Foundation
Moscahlaidis	Foundation,	inc
stavros	niarchos	Foundation
Alexander	s.	onassis	Public	Benefit		
Foundation
thessaloniki	international	Fair
lilian	voudouris	Foundation

CORpORatiOns
A.G.	spanos	Companies	
Coca	Cola	hellas	s.A.
Coca-Cola	hellenic	Bottling	Company	s.A.
Gigilinis	shipping	Group
hellenic	Distribution	Agency	ltd.

intracom	holdings
intralot	s.A.
katrantzos	security	s.A.
loufakis	Chemicals	AEvE
oPAP	s.A.
Elias	Paraskevas	Attorneys	at	law	
Procter	&	Gamble	hellas	s.A.
s&B	industrial	Minerals	s.A.
titan	Cement	Company	s.A.

assOCiatiOns & sChOOls
hellenic	College	of	thessaloniki
Propeller	Club	of	the	united	states-	
international	Port	of	Piraeus

inDiViDuals
Mr.	Angelos	Canellopoulos
Mr.	raymond	Matera
Mr.	John	k.	Menoudakos
Mr.	Peter	Myrian
Professor	Athanasios	tsevas
Fulbright	Alumni	from	northern	Greece

DOnORs 

❝“We applaud the work and activities of 
the Fulbright Foundation in Greece…
we strongly believe that the most 
important investment for a country 
is in its human capital” 
—former Minister of Education and Religious Affairs 
Marietta Giannakou

June 20, 2007, Annual Awards Ceremony—President 
of the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center Harriet 
Mayor Fulbright and Honorary President of New 
Democracy Constantine Mitsotakis.

American Scholars
sEniOR sChOlaRs anD aRtists
namE pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

DAnoPoulos,	Constantine	P. Democratic Consolidation and Quality  San Jose State University, San Jose, CA Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy
 Democracy in Modern Greece Department of Political Science (ELIAMEP)  

GAilEY,	stavroula	kostaki Training Greek Elementary Teachers  Christopher Newport University, Newport News, VA Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Department of Education
 to Teach Mathematics Department of Mathematics University of Patras, Department of Education
   Division of Psychology
   University of Thessaly, Department of Primary Education

McCoY,	Floyd	Warren The Late Bronze Age Eruption of Santorini University of Hawaii, Kaneohe, HI American School of Classical Studies
 (Thera): Summarizing the Largest Natural  Windward Community College National & Kapodistrian University of Athens 
 Catastrophe in Human Antiquity in the  Department of Natural Sciences School of Physical Sciences
 Aegean/Eastern Mediterranean Region  Division of Historic Geology and Paleontology

rEvEsZ,	Peter	Zsolt Constraint Database Applications:  University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE National & Kapodistrian University of Athens
 Bioinformatics and Geoinformatics Department of Computer Science and Engineering Department of Informatics and Telecommunications 

sAnDY,	Brent	Alan American Studies: Trumpet University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA Ionian University 
  School of Music Department of Music

vAnstEEn,	Gonda	A.h. Theater Rites and Rights in Greece: University of Arizona, Tuscon, AZ American School of Classical Studies, The Gennadius Library
 The Performance of Free Citizenship Department of Classics National & Kapodistrian University of Athens 
   Faculty of Theater Studies, School of Philosophy

ZAChAriAs,	Greg	William 19th Century American Literature  Creighton University, Omaha, NE National & Kapodistrian University of Athens
 and Culture Department of English School of Philosophy
   Faculty of English Studies

sEniOR spECialists
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

TOMPKINS, James G. IV Business Administration Shipping Economics and Finance; Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA University of the Aegean, Chios
  Theory of the Firm Department of Economics and Finance Business School

gRaDuatE stuDEnts
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

ArrinGton,	nathan	todd Archaeology Cult and Ceramics: Pottery from Ancient Nemea University of California, Berkeley, CA American School of Classical Studies

BAuMAnn,	Matthew	John Archaeology A Paradigm for Barbarian Invasions: Ohio State University, Columbus, OH American School of Classical Studies
    The Vandals in Athens    

GlAros,	Angela	Christine Anthropology Soundscapes of Tradition: University of Illinois University of the Aegean
  Singing Gender on Skyros at Urbana-Champaign, IL Department of Social Anthropology
    and History

FEltoviCh,	Anne	Catherine Archaeology Pausanias and the Use of the Visible Past University of Cincinnati, OH American School of Classical Studies

PErson,	Catherine	W. Archaeology Architecture in the Eastern  Bryn Mawr College, PA American School of Classical Studies
    Mediterranean During the Roman Empire    

rotsos,	Elias	John Anthropology Gentrifying the Countryside State University of New York at  University of Thessaly
   Buffalo, NY Department of History, Archeology   
   and Social Anthropology

rountos,	konstantine	John Oceanography Destructive Urchin Grazing in Coastal State University of New York University of Crete
  Seagrasses Affected by Aquaculture Stony Brook, NY Department of Biology

ZoGrAFAkis,	Paul Performance Art Ritual and Myth in the Flux of History At-Large, California, CA University of Thessaly
    DESTE Foundation

fulBRight-haYs DOCtORal DissERtatiOn aBROaD pROgRam
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

ROSEN, Tracey A. Anthropology How Made in China is Made in Greece: Producing University of Chicago, IL Panteio University
  Difference Through Ideologies of the Free Market  Department of Political Science and History
    Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
    Department of Political Sciences

summER sEminaR at thE amERiCan sChOOl Of ClassiCal stuDiEs at athEns
namE pOsitiOn u.s. institutiOn

CArnEY,	David	E. Assistant Professor, Art History and Humanities Salt Lake Community College, Salt Lake City, UT

GErMEr,	libby Humanities Teacher East Brunswick High School, East Brunswick, NJ

nEWMAN, James C. Humanities/History Teacher Hawken School, Gates Mills, OH

DEArDEN, Nimblewill M. History Teacher/Sophomore Dean Seabury Hall, Makawao, HI

KAYAk,	Elena Marie Seminar Teacher Eagle Ridge Middle School, Rio Rancho, NM

intERCOuntRY lECtuRing pROgRam
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

WARREN, Anthony C. Entrepreneurship Innovative Views on Youth Entrepreneurship The Pennsylvania State University, National & Kapodistrian
   University Park, PA University of Athens

Former Minister of Education & 
Religious Affairs Marietta Giannakou, 
Charge d’ Affaires a.i. Thomas 
Countryman, Fulbright Foundation’s 
Executive Director Artemis Zenetou 
and President of the J. William & 
Harriet Fulbright Center Harriet Mayor 
Fulbright with Greek and American 
Fulbright Scholars



Annual	Awards	Ceremony
honorinG	sCholArs	AnD	Donors

On June 20, 2007 Thomas Countryman, Charge d’Affaires, ad interim at the Embassy 

of the United States in Greece and Fulbright Foundation Executive Director Artemis 

Zenetou hosted a reception to honor the 55 scholarship recipients for the 2007-

2008 academic year and to salute donors for their support. The reception was held at the 

U.S. Ambassador’s residence and was attended by the Greek and American Fulbright scholars, 

their families, alumni, donors and noted guests, including former Minister of Education and 

Religious Affairs Marietta Giannakou, Honorary President of New Democracy Constantine 

Mitsotakis, President of the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center Mrs. Harriet Fulbright, and 

numerous representatives of Greek universities, professors, and members of Parliament of the 

Hellenic Republic. 

The generous and philanthropic support of corporations, foundations, institutions, individ-

uals and government bodies is the key ingredient in maintaining and expanding the programs 

offered through the Fulbright Foundation in Greece. 

We gratefully acknowledge the continued support and dedication of the many foundations, 

institutions, and individuals who support our scholarship and grant programs.

Trans-Atlantic Dialogues
2007-2008 Fulbright Scholarships

Each year, Fulbright recipients embark on trans-Atlantic exchanges and programs that bring forth a world of new professional and 
scholarly opportunities and collaborations as well as a greater personal understanding in each recipient of another culture and 
country. We are grateful for the ongoing commitment and support of the Government of the Hellenic Republic and the Government 

of the United States of America as well as the generosity of our donors in supporting the continuity and expansion of our programs.

Film	Arts	
While conducting research under the Ful-

bright grant for her feature film “A Friendship 

in Smyrna,” Ms. Maria Iliou, an award-win-

ning Greek filmmaker (Fulbright Artist, 2003), 

discovered a wealth of unseen archival photo-

graphic and film footage from more than 50 

American public and private collections that 

tell the fascinating history of Greek immigrants 

to the United States. Along with historian Al-

exander Kitroeff, a number of scholars (includ-

ing noted Fulbright alumni), and prominent 

Greek-American guests, Ms. Iliou brings these 

stories and photographs to life, exploring the 

history of Greek immigration to America from 

1890 to 1980 in a documentary, “The Journey: 

The Greek American Dream.” In January 2007, 

the film premiered in Athens at the Hellenic 

American Union in conjunction with a photog-

raphy exhibition at the Benaki Museum, whose 

director, Angelos Delivorrias, is a Fulbright 

alumnus. In May 2007, the film screened in 

New York City at the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art and was introduced by U.S. Senator Paul 

Sarbanes. Additional screenings are expected 

in locations in the U.S. and Greece: www.the-

journeygreekamericandream.org. 

Public	health
Mr. Efthymis Ntasis received a scholarship 

(Fulbright Graduate Student, 2001-2002) to 

study Health Care Management at the Mailman 

School of Public Health at Columbia Universi-

ty. Upon completing his studies, Mr. Ntasis es-

tablished operations for the non-governmental 

humanitarian agency IRD, International Relief 

and Development, in Mozambique. He is the 

IRD Country Director and leads the construc-

tion of water harvesting systems in drought af-

fected areas, business establishment for wom-

en entrepreneurs, the provision of clean water 

in flood affected areas, and capacity building 

of community based organizations that pro-

vide HIV/AIDS services. Primarily funded by 

USAID, and under his leadership during the 

last three years, programs have been estab-

lished that have improved the living condi-

tions for more than 100,000 persons.

literary	Arts
Mr. Sakis Serefas, a Thessaloniki-based lit-

erature scholar, author, poet, and scriptwriter 

(Fulbright Artist 2000), has published 30 

books of poetry, prose, essays, translations, 

anthologies, and critical studies of cities and 

poets, some of which have been adapted for 

film and theatre. His poetry and prose have 

been translated into English, French, German, 

Italian, and Swedish.

Mr. Serefas’ first theatrical play, MAM, pro-

duced in 2006 at Amore Theatre and directed 

by Eleni Boza, received rave reviews. His most 

recent prose work, the novel Tha Gino Dizez 

(published by Methechmio, 2006), deals with 

a crime of passion that took place in Thessa-

loniki in 1950 and his latest poetry collection 

is Prota Pethane I Kota (published by Kedros in 

2007). His two new theatrical works will be 

staged soon. Thessaloniki se Proto Prosopo, based 

on his book of the same title and directed by 

Korina Haritou, will premiere in November in 

Thessaloniki at Amalia theatre, and in Athens 

in February 2008 Liomeno Voutiro, directed by 

Simos Kakalas, will premiere at the new stage 

of the National Theatre.

Medicine
Dr. Christos Davatzikos (Fulbright Graduate 

Student, 1989-1990) has recently received 

worldwide attention and accolades for his 

research on and analysis of brain MRI tech-

nologies as an accurate diagnostic tool in de-

tecting the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease 

as well as schizophrenia and other neuro-psy-

chiatric disorders. He has also pioneered the 

use of quantitative analysis of brain MRIs in 

criminal court cases. Dr. Davatzikos received 

a BS in Electrical Engineering and Computer 

Science from National Technical University 

of Athens and a PhD from Johns Hopkins 

University. After teaching at the Johns Hop-

kins School of Medicine for several years, 

he moved to the University of Pennsylvania 

where he is Associate Professor of Radiology 

and Bioengineering and Director of the Sec-

tion of Biomedical Image Analysis.

Media
Dr. Richard Katula, Professor of Communi-

cation and Mass Media at Northeastern Uni-

versity (Fulbright Senior Scholar, 2003-04) 

returned to Greece once again this summer 

to lead a group of 18 American undergradu-

ate students for a study abroad program “The 

Dialogue to Greece.” This program is just one 

example of the many study abroad programs 

and exchanges Dr. Katula was able to develop 

as a result of his teaching experience at the 

University of Athens, Department of Commu-

nication and Mass Media. “The Dialogue to 

Greece has become so popular that I will soon 

propose a minor course of study in Classical 

and Modern Greek Studies…so a Fulbright 

scholarship can lead to lasting connections 

between the people of Greece and the people 

of America,” he states in correspondence to 

our office. He plans to return to Greece in 

summer 2008 with a group of adult continu-

ing education students. 

Museum	studies
Ms. Stephanie Reyer (Fulbright Senior Schol-

ar and Artist 2006-2007), Associate Director 

of Exhibition Graphic Design at the American 

Museum of Natural History in New York, 

presented two workshops in Athens entitled 

runninG	For	EDuCAtion	

On April 1, 2007, the second annual “Pella Marathon” took place in northern Greece. 

The marathon, also known as the “Alexander the Great International Marathon,” 

spans the 42 km distance from Pella to Thessaloniki and aims to promote the classical 

values of international sportsmanship, collaboration, and culture. Ms. Elaine Paplos, Deputy 

Principal Officer at the American Consulate of Thessaloniki and a seasoned runner, partici-

pated, wearing a Fulbright T-shirt to raise funds for the Fulbright Foundation in Greece schol-

arships. Alumnus Miltos Arvanitidis participated in the 10 kilometer “Health Marathon” race. 

Running for a cause is not unusual in the USA but in Greece it is quite a novel concept. The 

event drew athletes from many countries and continents, and with thanks to Ms. Paplos and 

Mr. Arvanitidis. as well as several Fulbright alumni from Northern Greece who supported the 

cause, raised funds for the Fulbright Foundation in Greece.

Achievement!! Alumni in the Spotlight

DDuring the last 59 years, more than 4,500 Greek and American citizens have received grants and 
scholarships from the Fulbright Foundation in Greece to participate in U.S. – Greece educational 
exchanges. The grant opportunities and programs have expanded to include students, professors, 
educators, researchers, professionals, and artists representing numerous fields. Although the di-
versity and scope of programs and grants continually increase, all grantees share two commonali-
ties: they are leaders in their field and through the program they are able to continually promote 
mutual understanding and collaboration between Greece and the United States—and beyond—in 
a variety of areas including politics, science, the arts, and public policy. 

“Museum Graphic Design for Non-Designers” 

for museum professionals. More than 50 rep-

resentatives of Greek museums and cultural 

institutions attended the workshops. The pro-

gram was collaboratively sponsored by Piraeus 

Bank Group Cultural Foundation and the Ful-

bright Foundation in Greece.

Music
Dr. Gregory Jones, Professor of Music at 

Truman State University in Missouri (Ful-

bright Senior Scholar and Artist 1995-1996), 

was a featured performer in the first ever Chi-

nese Trumpet Guild Conference held in Beijing 

in May 2007.

Dr. Jones returned to Corfu, Greece this 

summer as a faculty member at the Fifth Io-

nian Music Academy to offer master classes 

and performances at this unique international 

conservatory program. 

Politics	and	law
Two Greek Fulbright alumni were selected 

to participate in the 46th Annual Interna-

tional Achievement Summit in Washington 

DC in June 2007, the first time Greek par-

ticipants attended the conference. Mr. Ange-

los Gerontas, (Fulbright Graduate Student, 

2006-2007) and Ms. Thalia Tzanetti, (Ful-

bright Graduate Student, 2003-2004), were 

among the group of 300 international student 

delegates selected for the Summit. The four-

day seminar invites some of the most impor-

tant and influential figures of our time from 

different fields. During the Summit, young 

leaders have the opportunity to join distin-

guished artists, scientists, statesmen, and in-

dustry leaders for a series of symposia and 

roundtable discussions. The list of this year’s 

noted guests include former President Wil-

liam J. Clinton, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, 

First Lady Laura Bush, broadcast journal-

ist Sam Donaldson, Senators Barack Obama 

and Chuck Hagel, Dr. Ian Fraser, filmmaker 

George Lucas, and playwright Susan-Lori 

Parks. www.achievement.org

science
Dr. Panos Antsaklis was appointed a mem-

ber of the subcommittee for networking and 

information technology of the President’s 

Council of Advisors on Science and Technol-

ogy (PCAST), which advises the President of 

the United States on federal policy issues re-

garding technology, scientific research priori-

ties, and mathematics and science education. 

Dr. Antsaklis received a Fulbright award to 

study electrical engineering at Brown Uni-

versity (Fulbright Graduate Student, 1972-

73) and is the H. Clifford and Evelyn A. 

Brosey Professor of Electrical Engineering at 

the University of Notre Dame.

Greek Scholars
gRaDuatE stuDEnts
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY
AntoniADEs,	Pavlos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens University of California, San Diego, CA Music

BoutsikA,	thekla National Technical University of Athens University of Texas, Austin, TX Electrical Engineering

DEliGiAnni,	Eleni University of Macedonia Harvard University, School of Education, Cambridge, MA Education

DiMitriADi,	vassiliki National Technical University of Athens University of California, Berkeley, CA Civil Engineering

Drosos,	nikolaos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens City University of New York, New York, NY Art History

GEorGiADou,	sofia Aristotle University of Thessaloniki University of Louisiana, Monroe, LA Psychology

ioAnniDou,	Dimitra National Technical University of Athens Stanford University, Stanford, CA Construction Management

isAiAs,	Platon Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Columbia University, New York, NY Architecture

kousoulA,	Aikaterini Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Harvard University, Law School, Cambridge, MA Law

MArouli,	Evangelia Democritus University of Thrace Columbia University, New York, NY Architecture

nikolEtAkis,	Georgios Athens University of Economics&Business Ohio State University, Fisher College, Columbus, OH Finance

PAPADAntonAki,	Elpida Harokopion University of Athens University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, St. Paul, MN Dietetics/Nutrition

PAPAntoniou,	Zacharias Athens School of Fine Arts Massachusetts College of the Arts, Boston, MA Fine Arts

PsYGkAs,	Athanasios-Efstratios Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Yale University, New Haven, CT Law

stEirou,	Eirini Aristotle University of Thessaloniki San Francisco State University, San Fracisco, CA Film/Media Arts

tiMAGEnis,	Christos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens New York University, New York, NY Law

YiAkouMis,	ioannis University of Patras Stanford University, Stanford, CA Electrical Engineering

ZAFEiroPoulos,	theodoros Thessaloniki School of Fine Arts The School of Visual Arts, New York, NY Fine Arts

REsEaRCh sChOlaRs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs pROJECt titlE

AthAnAssiou,	Garyfallia National & Kapodistrian University of Athens Harvard University Law School, Cambridge, MA Conflicts of Interest in Publicly Held Corporations
Assistant Professor Faculty of Law University of Pennsylvania Law School, Philadelphia, PA

ChristoDouloPoulos,	Georgios University of Thessaly Cornell University, Ithaca, NY Farm Health Plans Aiming at the Prevention and
Assistant Professor School of Veterinary Medicine Department of Animal Sciences Eradication of Important Diseases in Sheep Industry

GAnAs,	Athanasios National Observatory of Athens U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA Earthquake Recurrence and Seismic Hazard Forecast
Researcher Institute of Geodynamics Western Coastal & Marine Geology Team Along the Cascadian and Hellenic Subduction Zones

kAloGEroPoulos,	konstantinos Archaeological Society at Athens University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH The Transition from the Middle to the Late Bronze
Researcher  Department of Classics Age in Brauron (Eastern Attica) 

PAPAGEorGiou,	ioannis University of the Aegean, Mytilene Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI Patterns of Integration of Migrants in Europe and
Adjunct Professor Department of Sociology Department of Sociology North America

PAtsis,	Panagiotis Academy of Athens Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO Dynamics at the Corotation Region in Barred
Research Director Research Center for Astronomy Department of Space Studies Spiral Galaxies

PElAGiDis,	theodoros University of Pireaus Columbia University, New York, NY Policies to Control Corruption and Rent-Seeking:
Professor Department of Maritime Studies Program in Hellenic Studies Lessons from the USA
  City University of New York, New York, NY
  Center for Byzantine & Greek Studies

PErsElis,	Emmanouil National & Kapodistrian University of Athens Harvard University, Cambridge, MA Religious Education and the Teaching 
Professor Department of Social Theology Harvard Divinity School of Religion in Secondary Schools

PsYllAki,	Eleftheria Technical University of Crete California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA Sonochemical Degradation of Perfluorooctane
Assistant Professor Department of Environmental Engineering Division of Environmental Science & Engineering Derivatives in Natural Waters and Wastewater

tZElEPi,	Areti National Technical University of Athens State University of New York Downstate  Neural Synchrony in the Beta and Gamma Range
Researcher Department of Electrical Engineering Medical Center, NY when Initiating and Performing a Saccade
   in Parkinson Disease 

ZAkoPoulou,	victoria Technological Educational Institute, Epirus University of Texas, Houston, TX The Utility of Magnetic Source Imaging (MSI) 
Assistant Professor Department of Speech Language Division of Clinical Neurosciences in a Neuropsychological Assessment of Dyslexia

ZouMPourlis,	vasileios National Hellenic Research Foundation  University of California, San Francisco, CA Study of Genomic and Proteonic Profile Alterations
Research Associate Professor Unit of Biomedical Applications Cancer Research Institute which are Related with RhoA Kinase Signaling in
   Susceptibility to Cancer Progression and Metastasis

 aRtists anD aRt sChOlaRs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY

GErolYMPos,	Georgios Lecturer, University of Thessaly Yale University, New Haven, CT Visual Arts (Photography)
 & Independent Artist

GriMMA,	Anna Dancer & Choreographer Dance New Amsterdam, New York, NY Dance

PEtrinou,	Christina Art Instructor/Critic APEXART, New York, NY Art History

riChArDs,	loukia Independent Artist The Textile Museum, Washington, DC Fine Arts

stuDY Of thE unitED statEs institutEs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY

tZiouri,	sotiria Secondary School of Tsepelovo, Epirus Institute for Training and Development, Amherst, MA Study of the U.S.
 Teacher of English

gOVERnmEnts
Government	of	the	united	states	of	America
Government	of	the	hellenic	republic-Ministry	
of	Education	&	religious	Affairs

fOunDatiOns & ORganizatiOns
John	F.	Costopoulos	Foundation
George	P.	livanos	Foundation
Constantine	k.	Mitsotakis	Foundation
Moscahlaidis	Foundation,	inc
stavros	niarchos	Foundation
Alexander	s.	onassis	Public	Benefit		
Foundation
thessaloniki	international	Fair
lilian	voudouris	Foundation

CORpORatiOns
A.G.	spanos	Companies	
Coca	Cola	hellas	s.A.
Coca-Cola	hellenic	Bottling	Company	s.A.
Gigilinis	shipping	Group
hellenic	Distribution	Agency	ltd.

intracom	holdings
intralot	s.A.
katrantzos	security	s.A.
loufakis	Chemicals	AEvE
oPAP	s.A.
Elias	Paraskevas	Attorneys	at	law	
Procter	&	Gamble	hellas	s.A.
s&B	industrial	Minerals	s.A.
titan	Cement	Company	s.A.

assOCiatiOns & sChOOls
hellenic	College	of	thessaloniki
Propeller	Club	of	the	united	states-	
international	Port	of	Piraeus

inDiViDuals
Mr.	Angelos	Canellopoulos
Mr.	raymond	Matera
Mr.	John	k.	Menoudakos
Mr.	Peter	Myrian
Professor	Athanasios	tsevas
Fulbright	Alumni	from	northern	Greece

DOnORs 

❝“We applaud the work and activities of 
the Fulbright Foundation in Greece…
we strongly believe that the most 
important investment for a country 
is in its human capital” 
—former Minister of Education and Religious Affairs 
Marietta Giannakou

June 20, 2007, Annual Awards Ceremony—President 
of the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center Harriet 
Mayor Fulbright and Honorary President of New 
Democracy Constantine Mitsotakis.

American Scholars
sEniOR sChOlaRs anD aRtists
namE pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

DAnoPoulos,	Constantine	P. Democratic Consolidation and Quality  San Jose State University, San Jose, CA Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy
 Democracy in Modern Greece Department of Political Science (ELIAMEP)  

GAilEY,	stavroula	kostaki Training Greek Elementary Teachers  Christopher Newport University, Newport News, VA Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Department of Education
 to Teach Mathematics Department of Mathematics University of Patras, Department of Education
   Division of Psychology
   University of Thessaly, Department of Primary Education

McCoY,	Floyd	Warren The Late Bronze Age Eruption of Santorini University of Hawaii, Kaneohe, HI American School of Classical Studies
 (Thera): Summarizing the Largest Natural  Windward Community College National & Kapodistrian University of Athens 
 Catastrophe in Human Antiquity in the  Department of Natural Sciences School of Physical Sciences
 Aegean/Eastern Mediterranean Region  Division of Historic Geology and Paleontology

rEvEsZ,	Peter	Zsolt Constraint Database Applications:  University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE National & Kapodistrian University of Athens
 Bioinformatics and Geoinformatics Department of Computer Science and Engineering Department of Informatics and Telecommunications 

sAnDY,	Brent	Alan American Studies: Trumpet University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA Ionian University 
  School of Music Department of Music

vAnstEEn,	Gonda	A.h. Theater Rites and Rights in Greece: University of Arizona, Tuscon, AZ American School of Classical Studies, The Gennadius Library
 The Performance of Free Citizenship Department of Classics National & Kapodistrian University of Athens 
   Faculty of Theater Studies, School of Philosophy

ZAChAriAs,	Greg	William 19th Century American Literature  Creighton University, Omaha, NE National & Kapodistrian University of Athens
 and Culture Department of English School of Philosophy
   Faculty of English Studies

sEniOR spECialists
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

TOMPKINS, James G. IV Business Administration Shipping Economics and Finance; Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA University of the Aegean, Chios
  Theory of the Firm Department of Economics and Finance Business School

gRaDuatE stuDEnts
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

ArrinGton,	nathan	todd Archaeology Cult and Ceramics: Pottery from Ancient Nemea University of California, Berkeley, CA American School of Classical Studies

BAuMAnn,	Matthew	John Archaeology A Paradigm for Barbarian Invasions: Ohio State University, Columbus, OH American School of Classical Studies
    The Vandals in Athens    

GlAros,	Angela	Christine Anthropology Soundscapes of Tradition: University of Illinois University of the Aegean
  Singing Gender on Skyros at Urbana-Champaign, IL Department of Social Anthropology
    and History

FEltoviCh,	Anne	Catherine Archaeology Pausanias and the Use of the Visible Past University of Cincinnati, OH American School of Classical Studies

PErson,	Catherine	W. Archaeology Architecture in the Eastern  Bryn Mawr College, PA American School of Classical Studies
    Mediterranean During the Roman Empire    

rotsos,	Elias	John Anthropology Gentrifying the Countryside State University of New York at  University of Thessaly
   Buffalo, NY Department of History, Archeology   
   and Social Anthropology

rountos,	konstantine	John Oceanography Destructive Urchin Grazing in Coastal State University of New York University of Crete
  Seagrasses Affected by Aquaculture Stony Brook, NY Department of Biology

ZoGrAFAkis,	Paul Performance Art Ritual and Myth in the Flux of History At-Large, California, CA University of Thessaly
    DESTE Foundation

fulBRight-haYs DOCtORal DissERtatiOn aBROaD pROgRam
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

ROSEN, Tracey A. Anthropology How Made in China is Made in Greece: Producing University of Chicago, IL Panteio University
  Difference Through Ideologies of the Free Market  Department of Political Science and History
    Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
    Department of Political Sciences

summER sEminaR at thE amERiCan sChOOl Of ClassiCal stuDiEs at athEns
namE pOsitiOn u.s. institutiOn

CArnEY,	David	E. Assistant Professor, Art History and Humanities Salt Lake Community College, Salt Lake City, UT

GErMEr,	libby Humanities Teacher East Brunswick High School, East Brunswick, NJ

nEWMAN, James C. Humanities/History Teacher Hawken School, Gates Mills, OH

DEArDEN, Nimblewill M. History Teacher/Sophomore Dean Seabury Hall, Makawao, HI

KAYAk,	Elena Marie Seminar Teacher Eagle Ridge Middle School, Rio Rancho, NM

intERCOuntRY lECtuRing pROgRam
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

WARREN, Anthony C. Entrepreneurship Innovative Views on Youth Entrepreneurship The Pennsylvania State University, National & Kapodistrian
   University Park, PA University of Athens

Former Minister of Education & 
Religious Affairs Marietta Giannakou, 
Charge d’ Affaires a.i. Thomas 
Countryman, Fulbright Foundation’s 
Executive Director Artemis Zenetou 
and President of the J. William & 
Harriet Fulbright Center Harriet Mayor 
Fulbright with Greek and American 
Fulbright Scholars



Annual	Awards	Ceremony
honorinG	sCholArs	AnD	Donors

On June 20, 2007 Thomas Countryman, Charge d’Affaires, ad interim at the Embassy 

of the United States in Greece and Fulbright Foundation Executive Director Artemis 

Zenetou hosted a reception to honor the 55 scholarship recipients for the 2007-

2008 academic year and to salute donors for their support. The reception was held at the 

U.S. Ambassador’s residence and was attended by the Greek and American Fulbright scholars, 

their families, alumni, donors and noted guests, including former Minister of Education and 

Religious Affairs Marietta Giannakou, Honorary President of New Democracy Constantine 

Mitsotakis, President of the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center Mrs. Harriet Fulbright, and 

numerous representatives of Greek universities, professors, and members of Parliament of the 

Hellenic Republic. 

The generous and philanthropic support of corporations, foundations, institutions, individ-

uals and government bodies is the key ingredient in maintaining and expanding the programs 

offered through the Fulbright Foundation in Greece. 

We gratefully acknowledge the continued support and dedication of the many foundations, 

institutions, and individuals who support our scholarship and grant programs.

Trans-Atlantic Dialogues
2007-2008 Fulbright Scholarships

Each year, Fulbright recipients embark on trans-Atlantic exchanges and programs that bring forth a world of new professional and 
scholarly opportunities and collaborations as well as a greater personal understanding in each recipient of another culture and 
country. We are grateful for the ongoing commitment and support of the Government of the Hellenic Republic and the Government 

of the United States of America as well as the generosity of our donors in supporting the continuity and expansion of our programs.

Film	Arts	
While conducting research under the Ful-

bright grant for her feature film “A Friendship 

in Smyrna,” Ms. Maria Iliou, an award-win-

ning Greek filmmaker (Fulbright Artist, 2003), 

discovered a wealth of unseen archival photo-

graphic and film footage from more than 50 

American public and private collections that 

tell the fascinating history of Greek immigrants 

to the United States. Along with historian Al-

exander Kitroeff, a number of scholars (includ-

ing noted Fulbright alumni), and prominent 

Greek-American guests, Ms. Iliou brings these 

stories and photographs to life, exploring the 

history of Greek immigration to America from 

1890 to 1980 in a documentary, “The Journey: 

The Greek American Dream.” In January 2007, 

the film premiered in Athens at the Hellenic 

American Union in conjunction with a photog-

raphy exhibition at the Benaki Museum, whose 

director, Angelos Delivorrias, is a Fulbright 

alumnus. In May 2007, the film screened in 

New York City at the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art and was introduced by U.S. Senator Paul 

Sarbanes. Additional screenings are expected 

in locations in the U.S. and Greece: www.the-

journeygreekamericandream.org. 

Public	health
Mr. Efthymis Ntasis received a scholarship 

(Fulbright Graduate Student, 2001-2002) to 

study Health Care Management at the Mailman 

School of Public Health at Columbia Universi-

ty. Upon completing his studies, Mr. Ntasis es-

tablished operations for the non-governmental 

humanitarian agency IRD, International Relief 

and Development, in Mozambique. He is the 

IRD Country Director and leads the construc-

tion of water harvesting systems in drought af-

fected areas, business establishment for wom-

en entrepreneurs, the provision of clean water 

in flood affected areas, and capacity building 

of community based organizations that pro-

vide HIV/AIDS services. Primarily funded by 

USAID, and under his leadership during the 

last three years, programs have been estab-

lished that have improved the living condi-

tions for more than 100,000 persons.

literary	Arts
Mr. Sakis Serefas, a Thessaloniki-based lit-

erature scholar, author, poet, and scriptwriter 

(Fulbright Artist 2000), has published 30 

books of poetry, prose, essays, translations, 

anthologies, and critical studies of cities and 

poets, some of which have been adapted for 

film and theatre. His poetry and prose have 

been translated into English, French, German, 

Italian, and Swedish.

Mr. Serefas’ first theatrical play, MAM, pro-

duced in 2006 at Amore Theatre and directed 

by Eleni Boza, received rave reviews. His most 

recent prose work, the novel Tha Gino Dizez 

(published by Methechmio, 2006), deals with 

a crime of passion that took place in Thessa-

loniki in 1950 and his latest poetry collection 

is Prota Pethane I Kota (published by Kedros in 

2007). His two new theatrical works will be 

staged soon. Thessaloniki se Proto Prosopo, based 

on his book of the same title and directed by 

Korina Haritou, will premiere in November in 

Thessaloniki at Amalia theatre, and in Athens 

in February 2008 Liomeno Voutiro, directed by 

Simos Kakalas, will premiere at the new stage 

of the National Theatre.

Medicine
Dr. Christos Davatzikos (Fulbright Graduate 

Student, 1989-1990) has recently received 

worldwide attention and accolades for his 

research on and analysis of brain MRI tech-

nologies as an accurate diagnostic tool in de-

tecting the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease 

as well as schizophrenia and other neuro-psy-

chiatric disorders. He has also pioneered the 

use of quantitative analysis of brain MRIs in 

criminal court cases. Dr. Davatzikos received 

a BS in Electrical Engineering and Computer 

Science from National Technical University 

of Athens and a PhD from Johns Hopkins 

University. After teaching at the Johns Hop-

kins School of Medicine for several years, 

he moved to the University of Pennsylvania 

where he is Associate Professor of Radiology 

and Bioengineering and Director of the Sec-

tion of Biomedical Image Analysis.

Media
Dr. Richard Katula, Professor of Communi-

cation and Mass Media at Northeastern Uni-

versity (Fulbright Senior Scholar, 2003-04) 

returned to Greece once again this summer 

to lead a group of 18 American undergradu-

ate students for a study abroad program “The 

Dialogue to Greece.” This program is just one 

example of the many study abroad programs 

and exchanges Dr. Katula was able to develop 

as a result of his teaching experience at the 

University of Athens, Department of Commu-

nication and Mass Media. “The Dialogue to 

Greece has become so popular that I will soon 

propose a minor course of study in Classical 

and Modern Greek Studies…so a Fulbright 

scholarship can lead to lasting connections 

between the people of Greece and the people 

of America,” he states in correspondence to 

our office. He plans to return to Greece in 

summer 2008 with a group of adult continu-

ing education students. 

Museum	studies
Ms. Stephanie Reyer (Fulbright Senior Schol-

ar and Artist 2006-2007), Associate Director 

of Exhibition Graphic Design at the American 

Museum of Natural History in New York, 

presented two workshops in Athens entitled 

runninG	For	EDuCAtion	

On April 1, 2007, the second annual “Pella Marathon” took place in northern Greece. 

The marathon, also known as the “Alexander the Great International Marathon,” 

spans the 42 km distance from Pella to Thessaloniki and aims to promote the classical 

values of international sportsmanship, collaboration, and culture. Ms. Elaine Paplos, Deputy 

Principal Officer at the American Consulate of Thessaloniki and a seasoned runner, partici-

pated, wearing a Fulbright T-shirt to raise funds for the Fulbright Foundation in Greece schol-

arships. Alumnus Miltos Arvanitidis participated in the 10 kilometer “Health Marathon” race. 

Running for a cause is not unusual in the USA but in Greece it is quite a novel concept. The 

event drew athletes from many countries and continents, and with thanks to Ms. Paplos and 

Mr. Arvanitidis. as well as several Fulbright alumni from Northern Greece who supported the 

cause, raised funds for the Fulbright Foundation in Greece.

Achievement!! Alumni in the Spotlight

DDuring the last 59 years, more than 4,500 Greek and American citizens have received grants and 
scholarships from the Fulbright Foundation in Greece to participate in U.S. – Greece educational 
exchanges. The grant opportunities and programs have expanded to include students, professors, 
educators, researchers, professionals, and artists representing numerous fields. Although the di-
versity and scope of programs and grants continually increase, all grantees share two commonali-
ties: they are leaders in their field and through the program they are able to continually promote 
mutual understanding and collaboration between Greece and the United States—and beyond—in 
a variety of areas including politics, science, the arts, and public policy. 

“Museum Graphic Design for Non-Designers” 

for museum professionals. More than 50 rep-

resentatives of Greek museums and cultural 

institutions attended the workshops. The pro-

gram was collaboratively sponsored by Piraeus 

Bank Group Cultural Foundation and the Ful-

bright Foundation in Greece.

Music
Dr. Gregory Jones, Professor of Music at 

Truman State University in Missouri (Ful-

bright Senior Scholar and Artist 1995-1996), 

was a featured performer in the first ever Chi-

nese Trumpet Guild Conference held in Beijing 

in May 2007.

Dr. Jones returned to Corfu, Greece this 

summer as a faculty member at the Fifth Io-

nian Music Academy to offer master classes 

and performances at this unique international 

conservatory program. 

Politics	and	law
Two Greek Fulbright alumni were selected 

to participate in the 46th Annual Interna-

tional Achievement Summit in Washington 

DC in June 2007, the first time Greek par-

ticipants attended the conference. Mr. Ange-

los Gerontas, (Fulbright Graduate Student, 

2006-2007) and Ms. Thalia Tzanetti, (Ful-

bright Graduate Student, 2003-2004), were 

among the group of 300 international student 

delegates selected for the Summit. The four-

day seminar invites some of the most impor-

tant and influential figures of our time from 

different fields. During the Summit, young 

leaders have the opportunity to join distin-

guished artists, scientists, statesmen, and in-

dustry leaders for a series of symposia and 

roundtable discussions. The list of this year’s 

noted guests include former President Wil-

liam J. Clinton, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, 

First Lady Laura Bush, broadcast journal-

ist Sam Donaldson, Senators Barack Obama 

and Chuck Hagel, Dr. Ian Fraser, filmmaker 

George Lucas, and playwright Susan-Lori 

Parks. www.achievement.org

science
Dr. Panos Antsaklis was appointed a mem-

ber of the subcommittee for networking and 

information technology of the President’s 

Council of Advisors on Science and Technol-

ogy (PCAST), which advises the President of 

the United States on federal policy issues re-

garding technology, scientific research priori-

ties, and mathematics and science education. 

Dr. Antsaklis received a Fulbright award to 

study electrical engineering at Brown Uni-

versity (Fulbright Graduate Student, 1972-

73) and is the H. Clifford and Evelyn A. 

Brosey Professor of Electrical Engineering at 

the University of Notre Dame.
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gRaDuatE stuDEnts
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DEliGiAnni,	Eleni University of Macedonia Harvard University, School of Education, Cambridge, MA Education

DiMitriADi,	vassiliki National Technical University of Athens University of California, Berkeley, CA Civil Engineering

Drosos,	nikolaos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens City University of New York, New York, NY Art History

GEorGiADou,	sofia Aristotle University of Thessaloniki University of Louisiana, Monroe, LA Psychology

ioAnniDou,	Dimitra National Technical University of Athens Stanford University, Stanford, CA Construction Management
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kousoulA,	Aikaterini Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Harvard University, Law School, Cambridge, MA Law
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nikolEtAkis,	Georgios Athens University of Economics&Business Ohio State University, Fisher College, Columbus, OH Finance

PAPADAntonAki,	Elpida Harokopion University of Athens University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, St. Paul, MN Dietetics/Nutrition

PAPAntoniou,	Zacharias Athens School of Fine Arts Massachusetts College of the Arts, Boston, MA Fine Arts

PsYGkAs,	Athanasios-Efstratios Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Yale University, New Haven, CT Law

stEirou,	Eirini Aristotle University of Thessaloniki San Francisco State University, San Fracisco, CA Film/Media Arts

tiMAGEnis,	Christos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens New York University, New York, NY Law

YiAkouMis,	ioannis University of Patras Stanford University, Stanford, CA Electrical Engineering

ZAFEiroPoulos,	theodoros Thessaloniki School of Fine Arts The School of Visual Arts, New York, NY Fine Arts

REsEaRCh sChOlaRs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs pROJECt titlE

AthAnAssiou,	Garyfallia National & Kapodistrian University of Athens Harvard University Law School, Cambridge, MA Conflicts of Interest in Publicly Held Corporations
Assistant Professor Faculty of Law University of Pennsylvania Law School, Philadelphia, PA

ChristoDouloPoulos,	Georgios University of Thessaly Cornell University, Ithaca, NY Farm Health Plans Aiming at the Prevention and
Assistant Professor School of Veterinary Medicine Department of Animal Sciences Eradication of Important Diseases in Sheep Industry

GAnAs,	Athanasios National Observatory of Athens U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA Earthquake Recurrence and Seismic Hazard Forecast
Researcher Institute of Geodynamics Western Coastal & Marine Geology Team Along the Cascadian and Hellenic Subduction Zones

kAloGEroPoulos,	konstantinos Archaeological Society at Athens University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH The Transition from the Middle to the Late Bronze
Researcher  Department of Classics Age in Brauron (Eastern Attica) 

PAPAGEorGiou,	ioannis University of the Aegean, Mytilene Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI Patterns of Integration of Migrants in Europe and
Adjunct Professor Department of Sociology Department of Sociology North America

PAtsis,	Panagiotis Academy of Athens Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO Dynamics at the Corotation Region in Barred
Research Director Research Center for Astronomy Department of Space Studies Spiral Galaxies

PElAGiDis,	theodoros University of Pireaus Columbia University, New York, NY Policies to Control Corruption and Rent-Seeking:
Professor Department of Maritime Studies Program in Hellenic Studies Lessons from the USA
  City University of New York, New York, NY
  Center for Byzantine & Greek Studies

PErsElis,	Emmanouil National & Kapodistrian University of Athens Harvard University, Cambridge, MA Religious Education and the Teaching 
Professor Department of Social Theology Harvard Divinity School of Religion in Secondary Schools

PsYllAki,	Eleftheria Technical University of Crete California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA Sonochemical Degradation of Perfluorooctane
Assistant Professor Department of Environmental Engineering Division of Environmental Science & Engineering Derivatives in Natural Waters and Wastewater

tZElEPi,	Areti National Technical University of Athens State University of New York Downstate  Neural Synchrony in the Beta and Gamma Range
Researcher Department of Electrical Engineering Medical Center, NY when Initiating and Performing a Saccade
   in Parkinson Disease 

ZAkoPoulou,	victoria Technological Educational Institute, Epirus University of Texas, Houston, TX The Utility of Magnetic Source Imaging (MSI) 
Assistant Professor Department of Speech Language Division of Clinical Neurosciences in a Neuropsychological Assessment of Dyslexia

ZouMPourlis,	vasileios National Hellenic Research Foundation  University of California, San Francisco, CA Study of Genomic and Proteonic Profile Alterations
Research Associate Professor Unit of Biomedical Applications Cancer Research Institute which are Related with RhoA Kinase Signaling in
   Susceptibility to Cancer Progression and Metastasis

 aRtists anD aRt sChOlaRs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY

GErolYMPos,	Georgios Lecturer, University of Thessaly Yale University, New Haven, CT Visual Arts (Photography)
 & Independent Artist

GriMMA,	Anna Dancer & Choreographer Dance New Amsterdam, New York, NY Dance

PEtrinou,	Christina Art Instructor/Critic APEXART, New York, NY Art History

riChArDs,	loukia Independent Artist The Textile Museum, Washington, DC Fine Arts

stuDY Of thE unitED statEs institutEs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY

tZiouri,	sotiria Secondary School of Tsepelovo, Epirus Institute for Training and Development, Amherst, MA Study of the U.S.
 Teacher of English

gOVERnmEnts
Government	of	the	united	states	of	America
Government	of	the	hellenic	republic-Ministry	
of	Education	&	religious	Affairs

fOunDatiOns & ORganizatiOns
John	F.	Costopoulos	Foundation
George	P.	livanos	Foundation
Constantine	k.	Mitsotakis	Foundation
Moscahlaidis	Foundation,	inc
stavros	niarchos	Foundation
Alexander	s.	onassis	Public	Benefit		
Foundation
thessaloniki	international	Fair
lilian	voudouris	Foundation

CORpORatiOns
A.G.	spanos	Companies	
Coca	Cola	hellas	s.A.
Coca-Cola	hellenic	Bottling	Company	s.A.
Gigilinis	shipping	Group
hellenic	Distribution	Agency	ltd.

intracom	holdings
intralot	s.A.
katrantzos	security	s.A.
loufakis	Chemicals	AEvE
oPAP	s.A.
Elias	Paraskevas	Attorneys	at	law	
Procter	&	Gamble	hellas	s.A.
s&B	industrial	Minerals	s.A.
titan	Cement	Company	s.A.

assOCiatiOns & sChOOls
hellenic	College	of	thessaloniki
Propeller	Club	of	the	united	states-	
international	Port	of	Piraeus

inDiViDuals
Mr.	Angelos	Canellopoulos
Mr.	raymond	Matera
Mr.	John	k.	Menoudakos
Mr.	Peter	Myrian
Professor	Athanasios	tsevas
Fulbright	Alumni	from	northern	Greece

DOnORs 

❝“We applaud the work and activities of 
the Fulbright Foundation in Greece…
we strongly believe that the most 
important investment for a country 
is in its human capital” 
—former Minister of Education and Religious Affairs 
Marietta Giannakou

June 20, 2007, Annual Awards Ceremony—President 
of the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center Harriet 
Mayor Fulbright and Honorary President of New 
Democracy Constantine Mitsotakis.

American Scholars
sEniOR sChOlaRs anD aRtists
namE pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

DAnoPoulos,	Constantine	P. Democratic Consolidation and Quality  San Jose State University, San Jose, CA Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy
 Democracy in Modern Greece Department of Political Science (ELIAMEP)  

GAilEY,	stavroula	kostaki Training Greek Elementary Teachers  Christopher Newport University, Newport News, VA Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Department of Education
 to Teach Mathematics Department of Mathematics University of Patras, Department of Education
   Division of Psychology
   University of Thessaly, Department of Primary Education

McCoY,	Floyd	Warren The Late Bronze Age Eruption of Santorini University of Hawaii, Kaneohe, HI American School of Classical Studies
 (Thera): Summarizing the Largest Natural  Windward Community College National & Kapodistrian University of Athens 
 Catastrophe in Human Antiquity in the  Department of Natural Sciences School of Physical Sciences
 Aegean/Eastern Mediterranean Region  Division of Historic Geology and Paleontology

rEvEsZ,	Peter	Zsolt Constraint Database Applications:  University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE National & Kapodistrian University of Athens
 Bioinformatics and Geoinformatics Department of Computer Science and Engineering Department of Informatics and Telecommunications 

sAnDY,	Brent	Alan American Studies: Trumpet University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA Ionian University 
  School of Music Department of Music

vAnstEEn,	Gonda	A.h. Theater Rites and Rights in Greece: University of Arizona, Tuscon, AZ American School of Classical Studies, The Gennadius Library
 The Performance of Free Citizenship Department of Classics National & Kapodistrian University of Athens 
   Faculty of Theater Studies, School of Philosophy

ZAChAriAs,	Greg	William 19th Century American Literature  Creighton University, Omaha, NE National & Kapodistrian University of Athens
 and Culture Department of English School of Philosophy
   Faculty of English Studies

sEniOR spECialists
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

TOMPKINS, James G. IV Business Administration Shipping Economics and Finance; Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA University of the Aegean, Chios
  Theory of the Firm Department of Economics and Finance Business School

gRaDuatE stuDEnts
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

ArrinGton,	nathan	todd Archaeology Cult and Ceramics: Pottery from Ancient Nemea University of California, Berkeley, CA American School of Classical Studies

BAuMAnn,	Matthew	John Archaeology A Paradigm for Barbarian Invasions: Ohio State University, Columbus, OH American School of Classical Studies
    The Vandals in Athens    

GlAros,	Angela	Christine Anthropology Soundscapes of Tradition: University of Illinois University of the Aegean
  Singing Gender on Skyros at Urbana-Champaign, IL Department of Social Anthropology
    and History

FEltoviCh,	Anne	Catherine Archaeology Pausanias and the Use of the Visible Past University of Cincinnati, OH American School of Classical Studies

PErson,	Catherine	W. Archaeology Architecture in the Eastern  Bryn Mawr College, PA American School of Classical Studies
    Mediterranean During the Roman Empire    

rotsos,	Elias	John Anthropology Gentrifying the Countryside State University of New York at  University of Thessaly
   Buffalo, NY Department of History, Archeology   
   and Social Anthropology

rountos,	konstantine	John Oceanography Destructive Urchin Grazing in Coastal State University of New York University of Crete
  Seagrasses Affected by Aquaculture Stony Brook, NY Department of Biology

ZoGrAFAkis,	Paul Performance Art Ritual and Myth in the Flux of History At-Large, California, CA University of Thessaly
    DESTE Foundation

fulBRight-haYs DOCtORal DissERtatiOn aBROaD pROgRam
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

ROSEN, Tracey A. Anthropology How Made in China is Made in Greece: Producing University of Chicago, IL Panteio University
  Difference Through Ideologies of the Free Market  Department of Political Science and History
    Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
    Department of Political Sciences

summER sEminaR at thE amERiCan sChOOl Of ClassiCal stuDiEs at athEns
namE pOsitiOn u.s. institutiOn

CArnEY,	David	E. Assistant Professor, Art History and Humanities Salt Lake Community College, Salt Lake City, UT

GErMEr,	libby Humanities Teacher East Brunswick High School, East Brunswick, NJ

nEWMAN, James C. Humanities/History Teacher Hawken School, Gates Mills, OH

DEArDEN, Nimblewill M. History Teacher/Sophomore Dean Seabury Hall, Makawao, HI

KAYAk,	Elena Marie Seminar Teacher Eagle Ridge Middle School, Rio Rancho, NM

intERCOuntRY lECtuRing pROgRam
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

WARREN, Anthony C. Entrepreneurship Innovative Views on Youth Entrepreneurship The Pennsylvania State University, National & Kapodistrian
   University Park, PA University of Athens

Former Minister of Education & 
Religious Affairs Marietta Giannakou, 
Charge d’ Affaires a.i. Thomas 
Countryman, Fulbright Foundation’s 
Executive Director Artemis Zenetou 
and President of the J. William & 
Harriet Fulbright Center Harriet Mayor 
Fulbright with Greek and American 
Fulbright Scholars



Annual	Awards	Ceremony
honorinG	sCholArs	AnD	Donors

On June 20, 2007 Thomas Countryman, Charge d’Affaires, ad interim at the Embassy 

of the United States in Greece and Fulbright Foundation Executive Director Artemis 

Zenetou hosted a reception to honor the 55 scholarship recipients for the 2007-

2008 academic year and to salute donors for their support. The reception was held at the 

U.S. Ambassador’s residence and was attended by the Greek and American Fulbright scholars, 

their families, alumni, donors and noted guests, including former Minister of Education and 

Religious Affairs Marietta Giannakou, Honorary President of New Democracy Constantine 

Mitsotakis, President of the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center Mrs. Harriet Fulbright, and 

numerous representatives of Greek universities, professors, and members of Parliament of the 

Hellenic Republic. 

The generous and philanthropic support of corporations, foundations, institutions, individ-

uals and government bodies is the key ingredient in maintaining and expanding the programs 

offered through the Fulbright Foundation in Greece. 

We gratefully acknowledge the continued support and dedication of the many foundations, 

institutions, and individuals who support our scholarship and grant programs.

Trans-Atlantic Dialogues
2007-2008 Fulbright Scholarships

Each year, Fulbright recipients embark on trans-Atlantic exchanges and programs that bring forth a world of new professional and 
scholarly opportunities and collaborations as well as a greater personal understanding in each recipient of another culture and 
country. We are grateful for the ongoing commitment and support of the Government of the Hellenic Republic and the Government 

of the United States of America as well as the generosity of our donors in supporting the continuity and expansion of our programs.

Film	Arts	
While conducting research under the Ful-

bright grant for her feature film “A Friendship 

in Smyrna,” Ms. Maria Iliou, an award-win-

ning Greek filmmaker (Fulbright Artist, 2003), 

discovered a wealth of unseen archival photo-

graphic and film footage from more than 50 

American public and private collections that 

tell the fascinating history of Greek immigrants 

to the United States. Along with historian Al-

exander Kitroeff, a number of scholars (includ-

ing noted Fulbright alumni), and prominent 

Greek-American guests, Ms. Iliou brings these 

stories and photographs to life, exploring the 

history of Greek immigration to America from 

1890 to 1980 in a documentary, “The Journey: 

The Greek American Dream.” In January 2007, 

the film premiered in Athens at the Hellenic 

American Union in conjunction with a photog-

raphy exhibition at the Benaki Museum, whose 

director, Angelos Delivorrias, is a Fulbright 

alumnus. In May 2007, the film screened in 

New York City at the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art and was introduced by U.S. Senator Paul 

Sarbanes. Additional screenings are expected 

in locations in the U.S. and Greece: www.the-

journeygreekamericandream.org. 

Public	health
Mr. Efthymis Ntasis received a scholarship 

(Fulbright Graduate Student, 2001-2002) to 

study Health Care Management at the Mailman 

School of Public Health at Columbia Universi-

ty. Upon completing his studies, Mr. Ntasis es-

tablished operations for the non-governmental 

humanitarian agency IRD, International Relief 

and Development, in Mozambique. He is the 

IRD Country Director and leads the construc-

tion of water harvesting systems in drought af-

fected areas, business establishment for wom-

en entrepreneurs, the provision of clean water 

in flood affected areas, and capacity building 

of community based organizations that pro-

vide HIV/AIDS services. Primarily funded by 

USAID, and under his leadership during the 

last three years, programs have been estab-

lished that have improved the living condi-

tions for more than 100,000 persons.

literary	Arts
Mr. Sakis Serefas, a Thessaloniki-based lit-

erature scholar, author, poet, and scriptwriter 

(Fulbright Artist 2000), has published 30 

books of poetry, prose, essays, translations, 

anthologies, and critical studies of cities and 

poets, some of which have been adapted for 

film and theatre. His poetry and prose have 

been translated into English, French, German, 

Italian, and Swedish.

Mr. Serefas’ first theatrical play, MAM, pro-

duced in 2006 at Amore Theatre and directed 

by Eleni Boza, received rave reviews. His most 

recent prose work, the novel Tha Gino Dizez 

(published by Methechmio, 2006), deals with 

a crime of passion that took place in Thessa-

loniki in 1950 and his latest poetry collection 

is Prota Pethane I Kota (published by Kedros in 

2007). His two new theatrical works will be 

staged soon. Thessaloniki se Proto Prosopo, based 

on his book of the same title and directed by 

Korina Haritou, will premiere in November in 

Thessaloniki at Amalia theatre, and in Athens 

in February 2008 Liomeno Voutiro, directed by 

Simos Kakalas, will premiere at the new stage 

of the National Theatre.

Medicine
Dr. Christos Davatzikos (Fulbright Graduate 

Student, 1989-1990) has recently received 

worldwide attention and accolades for his 

research on and analysis of brain MRI tech-

nologies as an accurate diagnostic tool in de-

tecting the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease 

as well as schizophrenia and other neuro-psy-

chiatric disorders. He has also pioneered the 

use of quantitative analysis of brain MRIs in 

criminal court cases. Dr. Davatzikos received 

a BS in Electrical Engineering and Computer 

Science from National Technical University 

of Athens and a PhD from Johns Hopkins 

University. After teaching at the Johns Hop-

kins School of Medicine for several years, 

he moved to the University of Pennsylvania 

where he is Associate Professor of Radiology 

and Bioengineering and Director of the Sec-

tion of Biomedical Image Analysis.

Media
Dr. Richard Katula, Professor of Communi-

cation and Mass Media at Northeastern Uni-

versity (Fulbright Senior Scholar, 2003-04) 

returned to Greece once again this summer 

to lead a group of 18 American undergradu-

ate students for a study abroad program “The 

Dialogue to Greece.” This program is just one 

example of the many study abroad programs 

and exchanges Dr. Katula was able to develop 

as a result of his teaching experience at the 

University of Athens, Department of Commu-

nication and Mass Media. “The Dialogue to 

Greece has become so popular that I will soon 

propose a minor course of study in Classical 

and Modern Greek Studies…so a Fulbright 

scholarship can lead to lasting connections 

between the people of Greece and the people 

of America,” he states in correspondence to 

our office. He plans to return to Greece in 

summer 2008 with a group of adult continu-

ing education students. 

Museum	studies
Ms. Stephanie Reyer (Fulbright Senior Schol-

ar and Artist 2006-2007), Associate Director 

of Exhibition Graphic Design at the American 

Museum of Natural History in New York, 

presented two workshops in Athens entitled 

runninG	For	EDuCAtion	

On April 1, 2007, the second annual “Pella Marathon” took place in northern Greece. 

The marathon, also known as the “Alexander the Great International Marathon,” 

spans the 42 km distance from Pella to Thessaloniki and aims to promote the classical 

values of international sportsmanship, collaboration, and culture. Ms. Elaine Paplos, Deputy 

Principal Officer at the American Consulate of Thessaloniki and a seasoned runner, partici-

pated, wearing a Fulbright T-shirt to raise funds for the Fulbright Foundation in Greece schol-

arships. Alumnus Miltos Arvanitidis participated in the 10 kilometer “Health Marathon” race. 

Running for a cause is not unusual in the USA but in Greece it is quite a novel concept. The 

event drew athletes from many countries and continents, and with thanks to Ms. Paplos and 

Mr. Arvanitidis. as well as several Fulbright alumni from Northern Greece who supported the 

cause, raised funds for the Fulbright Foundation in Greece.

Achievement!! Alumni in the Spotlight

DDuring the last 59 years, more than 4,500 Greek and American citizens have received grants and 
scholarships from the Fulbright Foundation in Greece to participate in U.S. – Greece educational 
exchanges. The grant opportunities and programs have expanded to include students, professors, 
educators, researchers, professionals, and artists representing numerous fields. Although the di-
versity and scope of programs and grants continually increase, all grantees share two commonali-
ties: they are leaders in their field and through the program they are able to continually promote 
mutual understanding and collaboration between Greece and the United States—and beyond—in 
a variety of areas including politics, science, the arts, and public policy. 

“Museum Graphic Design for Non-Designers” 

for museum professionals. More than 50 rep-

resentatives of Greek museums and cultural 

institutions attended the workshops. The pro-

gram was collaboratively sponsored by Piraeus 

Bank Group Cultural Foundation and the Ful-

bright Foundation in Greece.

Music
Dr. Gregory Jones, Professor of Music at 

Truman State University in Missouri (Ful-

bright Senior Scholar and Artist 1995-1996), 

was a featured performer in the first ever Chi-

nese Trumpet Guild Conference held in Beijing 

in May 2007.

Dr. Jones returned to Corfu, Greece this 

summer as a faculty member at the Fifth Io-

nian Music Academy to offer master classes 

and performances at this unique international 

conservatory program. 

Politics	and	law
Two Greek Fulbright alumni were selected 

to participate in the 46th Annual Interna-

tional Achievement Summit in Washington 

DC in June 2007, the first time Greek par-

ticipants attended the conference. Mr. Ange-

los Gerontas, (Fulbright Graduate Student, 

2006-2007) and Ms. Thalia Tzanetti, (Ful-

bright Graduate Student, 2003-2004), were 

among the group of 300 international student 

delegates selected for the Summit. The four-

day seminar invites some of the most impor-

tant and influential figures of our time from 

different fields. During the Summit, young 

leaders have the opportunity to join distin-

guished artists, scientists, statesmen, and in-

dustry leaders for a series of symposia and 

roundtable discussions. The list of this year’s 

noted guests include former President Wil-

liam J. Clinton, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, 

First Lady Laura Bush, broadcast journal-

ist Sam Donaldson, Senators Barack Obama 

and Chuck Hagel, Dr. Ian Fraser, filmmaker 

George Lucas, and playwright Susan-Lori 

Parks. www.achievement.org

science
Dr. Panos Antsaklis was appointed a mem-

ber of the subcommittee for networking and 

information technology of the President’s 

Council of Advisors on Science and Technol-

ogy (PCAST), which advises the President of 

the United States on federal policy issues re-

garding technology, scientific research priori-

ties, and mathematics and science education. 

Dr. Antsaklis received a Fulbright award to 

study electrical engineering at Brown Uni-

versity (Fulbright Graduate Student, 1972-

73) and is the H. Clifford and Evelyn A. 

Brosey Professor of Electrical Engineering at 

the University of Notre Dame.

Greek Scholars
gRaDuatE stuDEnts
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY
AntoniADEs,	Pavlos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens University of California, San Diego, CA Music

BoutsikA,	thekla National Technical University of Athens University of Texas, Austin, TX Electrical Engineering

DEliGiAnni,	Eleni University of Macedonia Harvard University, School of Education, Cambridge, MA Education

DiMitriADi,	vassiliki National Technical University of Athens University of California, Berkeley, CA Civil Engineering

Drosos,	nikolaos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens City University of New York, New York, NY Art History

GEorGiADou,	sofia Aristotle University of Thessaloniki University of Louisiana, Monroe, LA Psychology

ioAnniDou,	Dimitra National Technical University of Athens Stanford University, Stanford, CA Construction Management

isAiAs,	Platon Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Columbia University, New York, NY Architecture

kousoulA,	Aikaterini Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Harvard University, Law School, Cambridge, MA Law

MArouli,	Evangelia Democritus University of Thrace Columbia University, New York, NY Architecture

nikolEtAkis,	Georgios Athens University of Economics&Business Ohio State University, Fisher College, Columbus, OH Finance

PAPADAntonAki,	Elpida Harokopion University of Athens University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, St. Paul, MN Dietetics/Nutrition

PAPAntoniou,	Zacharias Athens School of Fine Arts Massachusetts College of the Arts, Boston, MA Fine Arts

PsYGkAs,	Athanasios-Efstratios Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Yale University, New Haven, CT Law

stEirou,	Eirini Aristotle University of Thessaloniki San Francisco State University, San Fracisco, CA Film/Media Arts

tiMAGEnis,	Christos National & Kapodistrian University of Athens New York University, New York, NY Law

YiAkouMis,	ioannis University of Patras Stanford University, Stanford, CA Electrical Engineering

ZAFEiroPoulos,	theodoros Thessaloniki School of Fine Arts The School of Visual Arts, New York, NY Fine Arts

REsEaRCh sChOlaRs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs pROJECt titlE

AthAnAssiou,	Garyfallia National & Kapodistrian University of Athens Harvard University Law School, Cambridge, MA Conflicts of Interest in Publicly Held Corporations
Assistant Professor Faculty of Law University of Pennsylvania Law School, Philadelphia, PA

ChristoDouloPoulos,	Georgios University of Thessaly Cornell University, Ithaca, NY Farm Health Plans Aiming at the Prevention and
Assistant Professor School of Veterinary Medicine Department of Animal Sciences Eradication of Important Diseases in Sheep Industry

GAnAs,	Athanasios National Observatory of Athens U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA Earthquake Recurrence and Seismic Hazard Forecast
Researcher Institute of Geodynamics Western Coastal & Marine Geology Team Along the Cascadian and Hellenic Subduction Zones

kAloGEroPoulos,	konstantinos Archaeological Society at Athens University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH The Transition from the Middle to the Late Bronze
Researcher  Department of Classics Age in Brauron (Eastern Attica) 

PAPAGEorGiou,	ioannis University of the Aegean, Mytilene Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI Patterns of Integration of Migrants in Europe and
Adjunct Professor Department of Sociology Department of Sociology North America

PAtsis,	Panagiotis Academy of Athens Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO Dynamics at the Corotation Region in Barred
Research Director Research Center for Astronomy Department of Space Studies Spiral Galaxies

PElAGiDis,	theodoros University of Pireaus Columbia University, New York, NY Policies to Control Corruption and Rent-Seeking:
Professor Department of Maritime Studies Program in Hellenic Studies Lessons from the USA
  City University of New York, New York, NY
  Center for Byzantine & Greek Studies

PErsElis,	Emmanouil National & Kapodistrian University of Athens Harvard University, Cambridge, MA Religious Education and the Teaching 
Professor Department of Social Theology Harvard Divinity School of Religion in Secondary Schools

PsYllAki,	Eleftheria Technical University of Crete California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA Sonochemical Degradation of Perfluorooctane
Assistant Professor Department of Environmental Engineering Division of Environmental Science & Engineering Derivatives in Natural Waters and Wastewater

tZElEPi,	Areti National Technical University of Athens State University of New York Downstate  Neural Synchrony in the Beta and Gamma Range
Researcher Department of Electrical Engineering Medical Center, NY when Initiating and Performing a Saccade
   in Parkinson Disease 

ZAkoPoulou,	victoria Technological Educational Institute, Epirus University of Texas, Houston, TX The Utility of Magnetic Source Imaging (MSI) 
Assistant Professor Department of Speech Language Division of Clinical Neurosciences in a Neuropsychological Assessment of Dyslexia

ZouMPourlis,	vasileios National Hellenic Research Foundation  University of California, San Francisco, CA Study of Genomic and Proteonic Profile Alterations
Research Associate Professor Unit of Biomedical Applications Cancer Research Institute which are Related with RhoA Kinase Signaling in
   Susceptibility to Cancer Progression and Metastasis

 aRtists anD aRt sChOlaRs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY

GErolYMPos,	Georgios Lecturer, University of Thessaly Yale University, New Haven, CT Visual Arts (Photography)
 & Independent Artist

GriMMA,	Anna Dancer & Choreographer Dance New Amsterdam, New York, NY Dance

PEtrinou,	Christina Art Instructor/Critic APEXART, New York, NY Art History

riChArDs,	loukia Independent Artist The Textile Museum, Washington, DC Fine Arts

stuDY Of thE unitED statEs institutEs
namE gREEk institutiOn affiliatiOn in thE unitED statEs fiElD Of stuDY

tZiouri,	sotiria Secondary School of Tsepelovo, Epirus Institute for Training and Development, Amherst, MA Study of the U.S.
 Teacher of English

gOVERnmEnts
Government	of	the	united	states	of	America
Government	of	the	hellenic	republic-Ministry	
of	Education	&	religious	Affairs

fOunDatiOns & ORganizatiOns
John	F.	Costopoulos	Foundation
George	P.	livanos	Foundation
Constantine	k.	Mitsotakis	Foundation
Moscahlaidis	Foundation,	inc
stavros	niarchos	Foundation
Alexander	s.	onassis	Public	Benefit		
Foundation
thessaloniki	international	Fair
lilian	voudouris	Foundation

CORpORatiOns
A.G.	spanos	Companies	
Coca	Cola	hellas	s.A.
Coca-Cola	hellenic	Bottling	Company	s.A.
Gigilinis	shipping	Group
hellenic	Distribution	Agency	ltd.

intracom	holdings
intralot	s.A.
katrantzos	security	s.A.
loufakis	Chemicals	AEvE
oPAP	s.A.
Elias	Paraskevas	Attorneys	at	law	
Procter	&	Gamble	hellas	s.A.
s&B	industrial	Minerals	s.A.
titan	Cement	Company	s.A.

assOCiatiOns & sChOOls
hellenic	College	of	thessaloniki
Propeller	Club	of	the	united	states-	
international	Port	of	Piraeus

inDiViDuals
Mr.	Angelos	Canellopoulos
Mr.	raymond	Matera
Mr.	John	k.	Menoudakos
Mr.	Peter	Myrian
Professor	Athanasios	tsevas
Fulbright	Alumni	from	northern	Greece

DOnORs 

❝“We applaud the work and activities of 
the Fulbright Foundation in Greece…
we strongly believe that the most 
important investment for a country 
is in its human capital” 
—former Minister of Education and Religious Affairs 
Marietta Giannakou

June 20, 2007, Annual Awards Ceremony—President 
of the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center Harriet 
Mayor Fulbright and Honorary President of New 
Democracy Constantine Mitsotakis.

American Scholars
sEniOR sChOlaRs anD aRtists
namE pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

DAnoPoulos,	Constantine	P. Democratic Consolidation and Quality  San Jose State University, San Jose, CA Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy
 Democracy in Modern Greece Department of Political Science (ELIAMEP)  

GAilEY,	stavroula	kostaki Training Greek Elementary Teachers  Christopher Newport University, Newport News, VA Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Department of Education
 to Teach Mathematics Department of Mathematics University of Patras, Department of Education
   Division of Psychology
   University of Thessaly, Department of Primary Education

McCoY,	Floyd	Warren The Late Bronze Age Eruption of Santorini University of Hawaii, Kaneohe, HI American School of Classical Studies
 (Thera): Summarizing the Largest Natural  Windward Community College National & Kapodistrian University of Athens 
 Catastrophe in Human Antiquity in the  Department of Natural Sciences School of Physical Sciences
 Aegean/Eastern Mediterranean Region  Division of Historic Geology and Paleontology

rEvEsZ,	Peter	Zsolt Constraint Database Applications:  University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE National & Kapodistrian University of Athens
 Bioinformatics and Geoinformatics Department of Computer Science and Engineering Department of Informatics and Telecommunications 

sAnDY,	Brent	Alan American Studies: Trumpet University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA Ionian University 
  School of Music Department of Music

vAnstEEn,	Gonda	A.h. Theater Rites and Rights in Greece: University of Arizona, Tuscon, AZ American School of Classical Studies, The Gennadius Library
 The Performance of Free Citizenship Department of Classics National & Kapodistrian University of Athens 
   Faculty of Theater Studies, School of Philosophy

ZAChAriAs,	Greg	William 19th Century American Literature  Creighton University, Omaha, NE National & Kapodistrian University of Athens
 and Culture Department of English School of Philosophy
   Faculty of English Studies

sEniOR spECialists
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

TOMPKINS, James G. IV Business Administration Shipping Economics and Finance; Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA University of the Aegean, Chios
  Theory of the Firm Department of Economics and Finance Business School

gRaDuatE stuDEnts
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

ArrinGton,	nathan	todd Archaeology Cult and Ceramics: Pottery from Ancient Nemea University of California, Berkeley, CA American School of Classical Studies

BAuMAnn,	Matthew	John Archaeology A Paradigm for Barbarian Invasions: Ohio State University, Columbus, OH American School of Classical Studies
    The Vandals in Athens    

GlAros,	Angela	Christine Anthropology Soundscapes of Tradition: University of Illinois University of the Aegean
  Singing Gender on Skyros at Urbana-Champaign, IL Department of Social Anthropology
    and History

FEltoviCh,	Anne	Catherine Archaeology Pausanias and the Use of the Visible Past University of Cincinnati, OH American School of Classical Studies

PErson,	Catherine	W. Archaeology Architecture in the Eastern  Bryn Mawr College, PA American School of Classical Studies
    Mediterranean During the Roman Empire    

rotsos,	Elias	John Anthropology Gentrifying the Countryside State University of New York at  University of Thessaly
   Buffalo, NY Department of History, Archeology   
   and Social Anthropology

rountos,	konstantine	John Oceanography Destructive Urchin Grazing in Coastal State University of New York University of Crete
  Seagrasses Affected by Aquaculture Stony Brook, NY Department of Biology

ZoGrAFAkis,	Paul Performance Art Ritual and Myth in the Flux of History At-Large, California, CA University of Thessaly
    DESTE Foundation

fulBRight-haYs DOCtORal DissERtatiOn aBROaD pROgRam
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

ROSEN, Tracey A. Anthropology How Made in China is Made in Greece: Producing University of Chicago, IL Panteio University
  Difference Through Ideologies of the Free Market  Department of Political Science and History
    Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
    Department of Political Sciences

summER sEminaR at thE amERiCan sChOOl Of ClassiCal stuDiEs at athEns
namE pOsitiOn u.s. institutiOn

CArnEY,	David	E. Assistant Professor, Art History and Humanities Salt Lake Community College, Salt Lake City, UT

GErMEr,	libby Humanities Teacher East Brunswick High School, East Brunswick, NJ

nEWMAN, James C. Humanities/History Teacher Hawken School, Gates Mills, OH

DEArDEN, Nimblewill M. History Teacher/Sophomore Dean Seabury Hall, Makawao, HI

KAYAk,	Elena Marie Seminar Teacher Eagle Ridge Middle School, Rio Rancho, NM

intERCOuntRY lECtuRing pROgRam
namE fiElD pROJECt titlE u.s. institutiOn affiliatiOn in gREECE

WARREN, Anthony C. Entrepreneurship Innovative Views on Youth Entrepreneurship The Pennsylvania State University, National & Kapodistrian
   University Park, PA University of Athens

Former Minister of Education & 
Religious Affairs Marietta Giannakou, 
Charge d’ Affaires a.i. Thomas 
Countryman, Fulbright Foundation’s 
Executive Director Artemis Zenetou 
and President of the J. William & 
Harriet Fulbright Center Harriet Mayor 
Fulbright with Greek and American 
Fulbright Scholars



❝

highlights

Fulbright Foundation 
to Celebrate 60 Years
As part of the commemoration of this 

special event, the Foundation has set a 

goal of increasing the number of awards 

offered to 60 scholarships. 

Annual Awards Ceremony
Scholars and donors gather to celebrate 

the Fulbright ideal.

International 
Writing Program
The celebrated International Writing 

Program of the University of Iowa a huge 

success on the island of Paros.

Mrs. Fulbright visits Greece
Mrs. Harriet Mayor Fulbright, wife of 

J. William Fulbright and President of the 

J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center, 

visited Greece in June.

Achievement!! 
Alumni in the Spotlight

2007-2008 
Fulbright Scholarships
The Fulbright Foundation in Greece 

awarded more than 55 scholarships 

honoring a 59-year trans-Atlantic 

tradition of excellence in a variety 

of disciplines and fields.

❝“In many ways, my experience as a Fulbright Scholar in Greece motivated 
me to seek public office. So many of today’s international and domestic 
conflicts stem from cultural misunderstandings. In this globalized world, 
it is critical that we collaborate on discovering and promoting innovative 
solutions to problems that span geo-political borders.” 
—Congressman John P. Sarbanes 

Letter from the 
Executive Director

O
n behalf of the Ful-

bright Foundation 

in Greece, I am de-

lighted to present the second 

issue of Fulbright News, our 

annual newsletter. In this is-

sue, you’ll read about excit-

ing programs and events, partnerships, our alumni 

and grantees, and promising plans and goals. Like 

all our programs, this newsletter would not be 

possible without the support and contributions of 

our alumni, donors, and friends, a community of 

wonderful individuals which, we are happy to an-

nounce, keeps growing! 

The Foundation greatly appreciates the support 

of the individuals, foundations and corporations 

who share in our mission to promote trans-Atlan-

tic understanding through educational programs 

and exchanges. With their generous support, we 

are closer to our goal of awarding 60 scholarships 

for 2008, the Foundation’s 60th anniversary year. I 

am pleased to share news about three new partner-

ships—with the Constantine K. Mitsotakis Founda-

tion, the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation and the 

Thessaloniki International Fair—that funded the 

creation of seven new scholarships starting in the 

2007-2008 academic year. I would also like to ac-

knowledge the dedicated support of our Board of 

Directors for their continued commitment to the 

Foundation and its mission.

The cooperation and partnership with Greek 

higher education institutions remains at the core 

of the Fulbright Foundation’s mandate. Fulbright 

educational advisors collaborate with and visit 

universities and high schools throughout Greece 

to present our programs and scholarship opportu-

nities. A new publication “Studying in the U.S.,” 

generously funded by the Stavros S. Niarchos Foun-

dation, is a comprehensive manual and orientation 

guide for any Greek student interested in studying 

in the USA.

I thank our alumni for sharing their news and 

wonderful historical photographs, some of which 

we have incorporated into this issue and others that 

will be published in the upcoming commemorative 

publication for our anniversary celebration in June 

2008. We are proud and honored to share news 

about their involvement and leadership in a variety 

of fields in Greece, the USA, and internationally. 

Best wishes for another productive academic year 

and we look forward to sharing our news as our 

community of alumni, friends, and partners contin-

ues to expand.

	 Artemis	A.	Zenetou

NEW IN 2008
60	Years	of	Educational	and	Cultural	Exchanges!

Looking back at 60 years of Greek-American educational and cultural exchanges reminds us of the 

powerful vision Senator Fulbright had when he started the program in 1948. As the oldest program in 

Europe and the second oldest continuously operating Fulbright Program in the world, we are delighted 

to announce there will be a special series of events commemorating this noteworthy anniversary and the 

Foundation’s many milestones.

European	Fulbright	Executive	Directors	
to	Meet	in	Greece

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece is honored to host the 27th Conference of Fulbright Executive Direc-

tors from Europe, “Educational Exchanges in a Global Environment: The Fulbright Experience” in Athens, 

Greece, April 12-18, 2008. The annual conference invites the executive directors of European Fulbright 

offices, officials from the U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs; the Center 

for International Exchange of Scholars, Institute of International Education and offers an exclusive op-

portunity to discuss policies, new trends, best practices in leadership, and issues in international higher 

education. Participants will attend a series of panels and workshops to discuss Fulbright programs, new 

developments, and challenges. 

American	Educators	to	Discover	
Greek	and	Bulgarian	Culture	

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece and the Fulbright Commission in Bulgaria will collaborate to host 

the Fulbright-Hays Summer Seminar for American educators in June 2008. Each summer, a limited num-

ber of Fulbright-Hays Seminar awards are granted to exceptional educators representing all disciplines, 

offering the opportunity to travel to various countries, learn about a new culture through immersion, and 

build a new curriculum unit. The focus of the 2008 Greece-Bulgaria collaborative seminar, “Education 

Through Art and Culture,” is to offer a unique experience of professional and personal enrichment to the 

participants, leading to a better understanding of Greece’s history, culture, and people and to act as a forum 

to develop new international educational projects and collaborations. The program will begin in Greece, 

where participants will visit archaeological sites, university and school campuses, museums and other cul-

tural institutions accompanied by expert scholars and staff. After arriving in Athens, the group will travel 

throughout the country, visiting the Peloponnese, Delphi, Thessaloniki, Pella, Vergina, and Mount Athos 

and then to Bulgaria for the second part of the seminar.

60th	Annual	Awards	at	the	Zappeion	Megaron	
in	Athens	in	June	2008	

The Foundation will celebrate 60 years of service in the field of education and honor Fulbright scholars, 

alumni, and donors. The Fulbright Foundation is busy organizing this special celebration and gathering 

research material for a commemorative publication. The publication, to feature the history and milestones 

of the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, will be distributed as part of the celebration and a short film about 

scholarship opportunities will be screened.

An	ExCitinG	ProFEssionAl	
DEvEloPMEnt	sCholArshiP	
For	GrEEk	in-sErviCE	EDuCAtors

E
ach year, the United States Educational Foundation in Greece (The Fulbright 

Foundation) offers one grant to a Greek secondary school educator, curricu-

lum specialist, teacher trainer or textbook author to attend the annual Study 

of the United States Institutes. The Institute is a six-week program held at university 

campuses in the USA and is designed for secondary school educators involved in 

the teaching of English and professionals in curriculum development, teacher train-

ing and/or textbook writing. Focusing on a particular theme or topic in American 

Studies, the Institute aims to improve the quality of teaching and enhance the de-

velopment of curricula about the U.S. in educational institutions and school systems 

outside the United States. The training program consists of an intensive, four-week 

academic seminar and a two-week study tour to reinforce the academic content of 

the seminar, presenting a unique learning environment and many possibilities for 

curriculum development and collaboration.

Ms. Sotiria Tziouri, a teacher of English from Ioannina, was the 2007 recipient of 

this prestigious award. For the last five years, Ms. Tziouri has taught English at the Sec-

ondary School of Tsepelovo to Greek and Albanian students. This last summer she was 

one of 30 international participants at the Teachers Summer Institute held in Amherst, 

Massachusetts. The Institute covered important topics in U.S. society including history, 

politics, religious and cultural tolerance, immigration, national identity, natural re-

source exploitation, literature, art, and pedagogy. In September 2007, upon her return 

to Greece, Ms. Tziouri began teaching at 9th Lower Secondary School of Ioannina.

 

“Living and experiencing the American civilization for six weeks 
had a big impact on my teaching resources and use of language. It 
also affected me as a human being, since I had the chance to meet 
29 interesting people from all over the world, apart from my new 
American friends, making me more culture tolerant and aware that 
the sharing of ideas, mutual understanding, and collaboration can 
really promote our role as teachers and educators.” 
—Sotiria Tziouri, Teacher of English
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g R E E C E

T
New Scholarships 
for Greek Students and Scholars

The Fulbright Foundation in Greece is pleased to announce the addition of several new scholar-

ship opportunities for Greek scholars. Generous support from the Constantine K. Mitsotakis Foun-

dation, the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation, and the Thessaloniki International Fair has funded the 

creation of seven new scholarships for the upcoming academic year as well as establishing new 

commitments for funding in the future. Starting with the 2007-2008 academic year, the Constan-

tine K. Mitsotakis Foundation will fund three scholarships per year for three years. Priority will be 

given to students in the field of Humanities and Social Sciences, focusing on the political, social 

and economic aspects of topics such as Modern and Contemporary History, International Relations, 

Greek-American Relations, Political Science, Law, and the History of Art and Civilization from the 

18th through the 20th centuries.

The Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation is funding two scholarships per year for two years for scholars 

in the fields of Agriculture, Environmental Studies, Nutrition and Food, Science, Political Science, 

and Museum, Library and Cultural Studies.

Founded in 1925 as the official government exhibition and congress institution, the Thessaloniki 

International Fair (TIF) has demonstrated commitment and leadership in education initiatives to 

address the need for more training opportunities for Greek students in the field of exhibition, confer-

ence, and convention management. As part of a long-term commitment and collaboration, TIF and 

D. Bakatselos will offer one full scholarship per year.

share	the	news
Do you have news and updates you 

would like to share with Fulbright 

News? Keep us posted of your 

achievements and news. Send us an 

email to: info@fulbright.gr or mail to: 

Fulbright Foundation

6, Vassilissis Sophias Avenue,  

106 74 Athens, Greece
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publication of the Fulbright Foundation 
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Editing/Writing | Artemis Zenetou and 
Peggy Sotirhos

Design | Maria Spanou

6 Vassilissis Sophias Avenue 
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the	Fulbright	Foundation	in	Greece	
gratefully	acknowledges	raymond	
Matera	for	sponsoring	this	newsletter.

save the Dates
the	year	2008	will	mark	the	
60th	anniversary	of	the	
Fulbright	Foundation	in	Greece.	
As	part	of	the	commemora-
tion	of	this	special	event,	the	
Foundation	has	set	a	goal	of	in-
creasing	the	number	of	awards	
offered	to	60	scholarships.	

OpEn hOusE  
november	7,	2007

sChOlaRships 
fOR gREEk CitizEns
•		research	scholars:	november	

15,	2007
•		Artists	and	Art	scholars:		

December	13,	2007
•		Graduate	students:	January	

17,	2008
•		study	of	the	u.s.	institutes	for	

secondary	Educators:	tBA*
•		salzburg	seminar:	Year-round

i Contact	sophia	Cousoula,	
senior	Program	officer	
scousoula@fulbright.gr

sChOlaRships 
fOR amERiCan CitizEns
•		Graduate	students:	october	

19,	2007*
•		Greek	summer	seminar:		

January	15,	2008
•		senior	scholars	and	Artists:	

August	2008*
•		intercountry	lecturing	

Awards:	Year-round
•		senior	specialists	Program:	

Year-round

i  Contact	nicholas	tourides,	
Educational	Advisor/Ameri-
can	Program	Coordinator	
advisor@fulbright.gr

*Please refer regularly to the Fulbright 
website www.fulbright.gr for updates, 
application deadlines, new programs and
special grants.

Annual Highlights 
Programs, Publications, Planning and a Very Special Guest

EEach year, the Fulbright Foundation in Greece develops new educational and cultural 
programs to promote mutual understanding and creative collaborations between Greece 
and the United States of America. 

FulBriGht	Art	sEriEs

I
n 2002, The Fulbright Foundation in Greece inaugurated the “Fulbright Art 

Series,” a series of limited edition works of art produced by a Fulbright alumni 

artist exclusively for the Foundation’s donors, and presented to them as an ex-

pression of gratitude for their support and commitment to the scholarship program. 

The Fulbright Art Series has now become an established feature of the Annual 

Awards Ceremony celebrating the Greek-U.S. scholarship programs and exchanges. 

In previous years, participating Fulbright alumni artists included Erieta Attali, Dora 

Economou, Zoe Keramea, Sia Kyriakakos, and Zafos Xagoraris.

The 2007 Fulbright Art Series is a limited edition photographic print by artist Lam-

bros Papanikolatos. Mr. Papanikolatos received a Fulbright Artist Award (2003-

2004) to study at the International Center of Photography in New York and to 

participate in FotoFest in Houston, Texas. He works as an art management consul-

tant specializing in international photography festivals. Mr. Papanikolatos recently 

collaborated with the Thessaloniki Museum of Photography to organize “Photosyn-

kyria,” the 19th International Photography Meeting in 2007 and he also contrib-

uted to the “Festival of Light,” an international union of photography festivals from 

21 countries to develop an international survey, whose findings will be presented 

at PhotoArte in Brasilia (www.festivaloflight.org). The Fulbright Foundation in 

Greece thanks the artists for supporting this series.

open	house
The annual Open House event will take place 

on November 7, 2007. Fulbright advisors and 

American Fulbright professors will be present 

to discuss aspects of the U.S. educational sys-

tem: how to select and apply to an institution in 

the USA, funding opportunities and Fulbright 

scholarships, and what to expect from Ameri-

can academic and student life. Hosted by the 

Fulbright Foundation, this annual event is free 

of charge and open to students and university 

administrators. Please check the Fulbright web-

site (www.fulbright.gr) for the event location.

special	Guest
Mrs. Harriet Mayor Fulbright, wife of J. Wil-

liam Fulbright and President of the J. William & 

Harriet Fulbright Center, visited Greece in June 

2007 to celebrate the Foundation’s work and at-

tend the Annual Awards Ceremony. During her 

visit, Mrs. Fulbright had the opportunity to meet 

Greek and American Fulbright Scholars and ad-

dress various audiences about the importance 

and value of these exchanges. Mrs. Fulbright 

reflected on the lifelong knowledge, friendships, 

and inspirations from her international experi-

ences, including learning Spanish as a teenager 

in Bogota, Colombia, writing for the Economist 

during her graduate studies in London, and 

teaching in Korea and Moscow. As President of 

the J. William & Harriet Fulbright Center, Mrs. 

Fulbright continues to travel the world to pro-

mote the late Senator Fulbright’s vision to “en-

sure effective engagement in all international 

collaborations—cultural exchange, study abroad, 

and life-long learning programs.” 

“Justice—one	or	Many?”	
An	international	Writers	Dialogue	Continues

The International Writing Program: New Symposium returned May 9-13, 2007 to Paros, 

Greece for a second year with the theme “Justice—One or Many?”

For more than 39 years, the International Writing Program (IWP) at the University of 

Iowa has been welcoming an international group of prestigious writers, artists, and intel-

lectuals to share their stories and engage in a series of discussions and workshops centered 

on a specific theme. In 2006, the New Symposium was inaugurated as part of the IWP in 

Paros, in collaboration with the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, offering a new setting 

for this unique intercultural and intellectual gathering. The annual symposia culminate 

in a series of essays submitted by the participants for publication as an electronic book, 

as well as new literary collaborations, translation projects, and friendships. In 2007, 

the international body of participants included representatives from 10 countries: Jane 

Hirshfield (United States of America), Lena Divani, Stratis Haviaras, Ersi Sotiropoulou, 

Anastassis Vistonitis (Greece), Mohamed Magani (Algeria), Ma Thida (Burma), Sobudh 

Sarkar (India), Etgar Keret (Israel), Helon Habila (Nigeria), Daniel Alarcόn (Peru), Tony 

Eprile (South Africa), and Emre Erdem (Turkey).

The New Symposium was held under the auspices of the U.S. Embassy in Athens and 

was made possible through a grant from U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Educational 

and Cultural Affairs. Under the leadership of poet Christopher Merrill, Director of the IWP 

and Artemis Zenetou, Executive Director of the Fulbright Foundation in Greece, the event 

represents exciting partnerships of the IWP at the University of Iowa, the Fulbright Foun-

dation in Greece, the Office of the Mayor of Paros and EKEMEL (European Translation 

Center – Literature and Human Sciences). More information about the symposium can be 

found at: www.uiowa.edu/artsiowa.

Discover	a	World	of	new	study	opportunities
The 13th Annual U.S. University Fair is to be held on October 11, 2007 at the Athens 

Holiday Inn Hotel. Representatives from more than 30 American colleges and universities 

will attend this event to present and discuss their institutions and degree programs with 

Greek students interested in studying in the United States. The Fair offers the unique op-

portunity for prospective students to meet American university representatives, to inquire 

about their undergraduate and graduate degree programs, admissions requirements, pro-

gram deadlines, campus life at each institution, and to gather information about Fulbright 

scholarship opportunities and standardized admission tests. The event is free and open to 

the public and is the only one of its kind in Greece. 

information	sessions/Workshops
Throughout the year an on-going series of Information Sessions/Workshops organized by Fulbright Educational Advisors at high schools and 

universities throughout Greece provides interested students with information on U.S. undergraduate studies, graduate studies, Fulbright Schol-

arship opportunities, and financial aid.
G r E E C E

Studying in the USA
a uniquE guiDE fOR stuDEnts 

Studying in the USA—ΟΔΗΓΟΣ ΣΠΟΥΔΩΝ, a new publication by the 

Fulbright Foundation in Greece, is now in print. The publication is 

a comprehensive guide for Greek students interested in programs of 

study at American universities and colleges, and offers extensive in-

formation on diverse types of academic and professional degree pro-

grams, how to select a school/program, the application process, costs 

and financial aid information, helpful timelines, and student visa 

information. The guide also offers information about the culture of 

American higher education and a thorough glossary. The publication 

was supported by the Stavros S. Niarchos Foundation. Free copies of 

this guide are available at the Fulbright Foundation in Greece or, to download a copy electroni-

cally, visit our website: www.fulbright.gr

❝“Peace and prosperity in the 21st Century depend on increasing the capacity of 
people to think and work on a global and intercultural basis. As technology opens 
borders, educational and cultural exchange opens minds.”
—Institute of International Education

G r E E C E


